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CD-1 Rezoning: 1636 Clark Drive and 1321-1395 East 1st Avenue

RECOMMENDATION
A.

THAT the application by HDR|CEI Architecture Associates Inc. on behalf of British
Columbia Housing Management Commission (“BC Housing”) to rezone 1636 Clark
Drive and 1321-1395 East 1st Avenue [Lot 22 and Lot 23, Except Part in
Explanatory Plan 17378, Block 60, District Lot 264A, Plans 383 and 1771; PIDs
013-004-581 and 013-004-590 respectively; Lot 24, Except (A) Part in Plan 4123
and (B) part in Explanatory Plan 17378, Block 60, District Lot 264A, Plans 383 and
1771; PID 013-004-638], [Lot 21, Block 60, District Lot 264A, Plans 383 and 1771;
PID 006-747-884], [Lot 20, Block 60, District Lot 264A, Plans 383 and 1771; PID:
013-359-932], [Lot 19, Except the South 7 Feet Now Road, Block 60, District Lot
264A, Plans 383 and 1771; PID:015-327-345], [Lot 18, Except the South 7 Feet Now
Road, Block 60, District Lot 264A, Plans 383 and 1771; PID:015-327-337],[ Lot 15,
Block 60, District Lot 264 A, Plans 383 and 1771; PID: 015-213-552 ], [Lot 14, Block
60, District Lot 264 A, Plans 383 and 1771; PID 015-327-329],[Lot 13, Block 60,
District Lot 264A Plans 383 and 1771; PID: 012-694-029], [Strata Lots 1 to 13,
District Lot 264A, Strata Plan VR. 1149; PIDs 006-282-881, 006-282-911, 006-282938, 006-282-962, 006-282-989, 006-283-012, 006-283-039, 006-283-055, 006283-179, 006-283-195, 006-283-233, 006-283-268, 006-283-276] , from I-2
(Industrial) and RM-4N (Multiple Dwelling) Districts to CD-1 (Comprehensive
Development) District to increase the permitted floor space ratio (FSR) to 3.22 and
the maximum building height to 36.6 m (120 ft.) to permit the development of a 10storey mixed-use building which would contain 90 social housing units, social
enterprise space and a withdrawal management centre, including up to 20 short term
transitional beds, be referred to a Public Hearing, together with:
(i)

plans prepared by HDR/CEI Architecture Associates Inc., received
August 23, 2018;
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(ii)

draft CD-1 By-law provisions, generally as presented in Appendix A; and

(iii)

the recommendation of the General Manager of Planning, Urban Design
and Sustainability to approve the application, including in principle of the
form of development, subject to the Conditions of Approval contained in
Appendix B;
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FURTHER THAT the Director of Legal Services be instructed to prepare the
necessary CD-1 By-law generally in accordance with Appendix A for consideration at
Public Hearing.
B.

THAT the General Manager of Planning, Urban Design and Sustainability be
instructed to make an application to bring forward a by-law to amend the Regional
Context Statement Official Development Plan By-law generally in accordance with
Appendix D.

C.

THAT, if after Public Hearing, Council approves in principle the rezoning and the
Housing Agreement described in section (c) of Appendix B, the Director of Legal
Services be instructed to prepare the necessary Housing Agreement By-law for
enactment prior to enactment of the zoning by-law, subject to such terms and
conditions as may be required at the discretion of the Director of Legal Services and
the General Manager of Arts, Culture and Community Services.

D.

THAT, if the application is referred to a Public Hearing, the application to amend the
Sign By-law to establish regulations for this CD-1, generally as set out in Appendix C,
be referred to the same Public Hearing;
FURTHER THAT the Director of Legal Services be instructed to prepare the
necessary Bylaw, generally as set out in Appendix C, for consideration at the Public
Hearing.

E.

THAT, subject to approval of the rezoning application, the Noise Control By-law be
amended to include this CD-1 in Schedule A, generally as set out in Appendix C;
FURTHER THAT the Director of Legal Services be instructed to bring forward the
amendment to the Noise Control By-law at the time of enactment of the CD-1 By-law.

F.

THAT Recommendations A through E be adopted on the following conditions:
(i)

THAT the passage of the above resolutions creates no legal rights for the
applicant or any other person, or obligation on the part of the City; and
any expenditure of funds or incurring of costs is at the risk of the person
making the expenditure or incurring the cost;

(ii)

THAT any approval that may be granted following the Public Hearing shall
not obligate the City to enact a By-law rezoning the property, and any
costs incurred in fulfilling requirements imposed as a condition of
rezoning are at the risk of the property owner; and

(iii)

THAT the City and all its officials, including the Approving Officer, shall not
in any way be limited or directed in the exercise of their authority or
discretion, regardless of when they are called upon to exercise such
authority or discretion.
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REPORT SUMMARY
This report evaluates an application to rezone the site located at 1636 Clark Drive and
1321-1395 East 1st Avenue from I-2 (Industrial) and RM-4N (Multiple Dwelling) Districts to CD-1
(Comprehensive Development) District to permit the development of a 10-storey mixed-use
building containing 90 social housing units, a social enterprise space and a withdrawal
management centre with up to 20 short term transitional beds. A height of 36.6 m (120 ft.) and
an FSR of 3.22 are proposed.
The application meets the objectives of a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) signed by the
City of Vancouver (City), BC Housing and Vancouver Coastal Health (VCH).
Staff have assessed the application and conclude that it meets the intent of the Grandview
Woodland Community Plan and the objectives of the Housing Vancouver Strategy. If approved,
the application would contribute 90 social housing units towards achieving the City’s affordable
housing goals as identified in the Housing Vancouver Strategy.
It is recommended that the application be referred to a Public Hearing, with the recommendation
of the General Manager of Planning, Urban Design and Sustainability to approve it, subject to
the Public Hearing, along with the conditions of approval outlined in Appendix B.
COUNCIL AUTHORITY/PREVIOUS DECISIONS
Memorandum of Understanding:
•

Mixed-use development at 1636 Clark Drive and 1321-1395 East 1st Avenue Memorandum of Understanding, Capital Contributions and Negotiation of Ground Lease
(June 28, 2017)

Relevant Council Policies for this site include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grandview-Woodland Community Plan (2016)
Grandview-Woodland Community Plan “Pace of Change” Policy - Bulletin 2016-001
(2017)
Regional Context Statement Official Development Plan (2013)
Housing Vancouver Strategy and Housing Vancouver Three Year Action Plan (2017)
Affordable Housing Policies (1989, updated 1991)
Family Room: Housing Mix Policy for Rezoning Projects (2016)
Rental Housing Stock Official Development Plan (2007, last amended 2014)
Tenant Relocation and Protection Policy and Guidelines (2015)
High-Density Housing for Families With Children Guidelines (1992)
Final Report from the Mayor’s Task force on Housing Affordability (2012)
Housing Design and Technical Guidelines (2015)
Green Buildings Policy for Rezonings (2010, last amended 2018)
Healthy City Strategy (2014)
Caring for All, Mayor’s Task Force on Mental Health and Addictions (2014)
I-2 District Schedule
RM 4 and RM 4N District Schedule
Community Amenity Contributions — Through Rezonings (1999, last amended 2016)
Development Cost Levies Bulletin (2018)
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REPORT
Background/Context
1. Site and Context
The subject site is 4,172 sq. m (44,910 sq. ft.) in area and located on the north side of East 1st
Avenue, between Clark Drive and McLean Drive in the Grandview Woodland neighbourhood
(see Figure 1). The assembled parcel has a frontage of 116.42 m (382 ft.) along Clark Drive.
The total site is approximately 36.5 m (120 ft.) deep and slopes down approximately 12 m (30
ft.) from McLean Drive to Clark Drive. The assembled parcels are a mix of I-2 (Industrial) and
RM-4N (Multiple Dwelling) zoning.
The RM-4N portion of the site is currently developed with five residential buildings containing 18
rental units. The I-2 portion fronts onto Clark Drive and is undeveloped. There is a bus stop
adjacent to the site on Clark Drive and serves the no. 22 (Knight/Downtown) bus route.
The blocks surrounding the subject site contain a variety of uses, including light industrial, office
and residential buildings.
Figure 1 - Location Map - Site and Surrounding Zoning

2. Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) (June 28, 2017)
The City entered into a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with BC Housing and Vancouver
Coastal Health (VCH) with the intention of forming a cooperative partnership to establish the
terms of the ground lease and set forth the basic business conditions for the site.
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This project aims to address key gaps identified in the City’s Housing Vancouver Strategy,
Caring for All - Mayor’s Task Force on Mental Health and Addictions, Community Economic
Development Strategy, as well as Vancouver Coastal Health’s Downtown Eastside Second
Generation Strategy and Mental Health and Addictions Plan. Since that time, the opioid crisis
and Mayor’s Emergency Overdose Task Force further support the need for access to treatment,
housing and supported employment opportunities, as well as a focus on Indigenous healing and
wellness.
3. Policy Context
Grandview-Woodland Community Plan (GWCP) — The Grandview-Woodland Community
Plan establishes a framework for future change and anticipated population growth of
approximately 10,000 people over the next thirty years. The plan protects the neighbourhood's
character, while responding to challenges facing this community and building upon its potential.
Over the coming decades, the GWCP will preserve the independent and eclectic nature of the
Commercial Drive and East Hastings shopping streets, as well as protect the apartment stock,
heritage buildings, and the social diversity of the area.
The goal is for the community to continue to evolve as a mixed-income, socially-sensitive place
that is transit-oriented and rich in heritage and culture. Future development will contribute to
amenities to benefit the community overall. GWCP also includes policies aimed to strengthen
local health and social services, including the creation, renewal and expansion of harm
reduction, addiction and mental health services.
There are a number of key sections within the GWCP Staff have reviewed when considering this
application:
•

Section 7.1 Housing Supply and Affordability
Increasing options for affordable housing in Grandview-Woodland will help residents of
all income levels access accommodation in the neighbourhood. The replacement of all
18 existing on-site rental housing units with 90 new social housing units meets the goals
of increasing housing for vulnerable residents (7.1.1) and increasing the amount of nonmarket housing in the neighbourhood as per section 7.1.3,;

•

Section 13.3 Urban Aboriginal Programs and Services
One of the unique characteristics of Grandview-Woodland is the rich cultural makeup
and traditions of community members, including a notable Indigenous resident
population. GWCP seeks to support social facilities that aim, where possible to enhance
social facilities, programs and cultural facilities of Indigenous members. The proposal to
include an social enterprise center will enable an opportunity for the Centre to support
both community economic development and Indigenous health and wellness programs
on site.

•

Section 13.4 Health and Social Services
GWCP seeks to promote the well-being of residents in order to support a healthy and
inclusive community. During the planning policy work for GWCP, the community noted a
need for additional harm reduction and addiction services and mental health facilities.
The provision of a state-of-the-art withdrawal management centre on site will facilitate
lifesaving addiction recovery and a continuum of care for those clients accessing
addiction support which is specifically encouraged under 13.4.1 of the GWCP.
Furthermore, section 13.4.3 of the GWCP advocates for population-specific health,
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healing and wellness services with particular emphasis on Indigenous members of the
community. The withdrawal management centre will provide services that are also
culturally appropriate and intended to meet Indigenous as well as other community
members’ needs.
•

Grandview-Woodland Community Plan- “Pace of Change” Policy- Bulletin
Redevelopment under the GWCP is intended to be incremental in nature, and focused
on older, under-utilized sites. One of the key goals of the plan is to encourage
reinvestment in, and retention of, existing affordable rental housing stock. To manage the
pace of development, approvals of projects that involve demolition of existing market
rental housing covered by the Rental Housing Stock ODP will be limited to no more than
five new developments in the first three years of the plan, and/or a maximum of 150
existing market rental units (i.e. renewed/redeveloped as a component of the five sites).
Staff will report back to City Council on the rate of development and the outcome of the
policy later this year.

Regional Context Statement Official Development Plan (“RCS ODP”)
This Council-adopted Plan outlines Vancouver’s high level, regional land use commitment to
Metro Vancouver. RCS ODP is a policy tool that designates lands under one of five categories:
General Urban, Industrial, Mixed Employment, Conservation and Recreation or Agricultural. The
RCS ODP therefore stipulates that land use planning tools such as the Zoning and
Development By-Law (ZDBL) are consistent with the designations contained within it. Lands
that are designated as Industrial in the RCS ODP are generally also zoned as Industrial under
the ZDBL. Residential, clinical and social enterprise uses are generally only permitted on lands
that are designated as General Urban in the RCS ODP.
Official Development Plans are adopted by council through by-law and can only be amended by
by-law after a public hearing.
Figure 2 - Regional Context Statement Official Development Plan
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Housing Vancouver Strategy (2017) — In November 2017, Council approved the Housing
Vancouver Strategy and Housing Vancouver Strategy Three-Year Action Plan (Strategy and
Action Plan). The strategy seeks to shift the supply of new homes toward the right supply, with
targets for new units along a continuum of housing types. The Housing Vancouver targets were
based on the core goals of retaining the diversity of incomes and households in the city, shifting
housing production towards rental to meet the greatest need, and coordinating action with
government and non-profit partners to deliver housing for the lowest income households.
Overall, 72,000 new homes are targeted for the next 10 years, including 12,000 social,
supportive and non-profit co-operative units and 20,000 purpose-built rental units. Nearly 50%
of the new units are to serve households earning less than $80,000 per year, and 40% are to be
family-size units. This rezoning application will contribute towards the targets for social housing
units to be delivered under the City’s Social Housing or Rental Tenure (SHORT) pilot program, a
pilot program identified within the Strategy and Action Plan.
Strategic Analysis
1. Proposal
The application proposes a mixed-use development consisting of 90 social housing units,
withdrawal management centre with up to 20 transitional units and a social enterprise space.
Two levels of underground parking accessed from the lane are proposed and a maximum
density of 3.22 FSR and building heights of 36.5 m (120 ft.) fronting Clark Drive and 21 m (69
ft.) fronting McLean Drive.
2. Application Background
On May 1, 2018, the City received a rezoning application from BC Housing for this mixed-use
development proposal.
Further to feedback received from members of the public, Urban Design Panel and staff
technical review, a revised rezoning application was subsequently submitted on August 23,
2018. Key changes included building form modifications to reduce shadowing on neighbouring
properties, expansion of public realm, enhancement of entryway sightlines along East 1st
Avenue and improvement to the accessibility to the roof-top garden as well as an increase in
proposed on-site parking. Therefore, the rezoning application submitted on August 23, 2018
supersedes the earlier submission on May 1, 2018.
3. Regional Context Statement Official Development Plan
The I-2 zoned portion of the site is designated as Industrial within the Regional Context
Statement Official Development Plan (RCS ODP). The residential and institutional uses
proposed as part of this rezoning are generally only permitted on lands that are designated as
General Urban within the RCS ODP. This report recommends that 9,761.25 sq. ft. (0.09
hectares) be re-designated from Industrial to General Urban to permit these uses.
Staff have assessed the proposal against the provisions of the RCS ODP and determined the
recommended amendment falls within the provisions to permit minor adjustments to the land
area calculations associated with the General Urban designation. Should Council approve this
rezoning, staff recommend approval of the proposed amendment to the RCS ODP.
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Collectively, the proposed changes to the RCS ODP are consistent with the provisions of the
Regional Growth Strategy as the aggregate area of land affected by all the proposed redesignations under section 6.2.7(a) of Metro Vancouver’s 2040 Shaping Our Future Regional
Growth Strategy does not exceed two percent (2%) of the City’s total land in each applicable
regional land use designation.
4. Land Use
Density, Height and Form of Development (refer to drawings in Appendix G)
The RM-4N zoning allows for heights up to 10.67 m (35 ft.) and a density of 1.45 FSR. The I-2
zoning allows for heights up to 30.5 m (100 ft.) and a density of 3 FSR.
Under the GWCP (sub-area: Britannia Woodland East 1st Avenue Land Use area) a height up
to six-storeys and a 2.4 FSR density may be considered on the RM-4N portion of the site,
pending a review of the urban design performance, site conditions and relationship to adjacent
developments.
The GWCP does not anticipate change in height or density for the I-2 zoned lots. However, the
GWCP does support the need for the expansion of key health services and Indigenous health
and wellness programs in the Grandview Woodland neighbourhood overall.
One key urban design parameter envisioned under the GWCP is for the six-storey apartments
to be “T-shaped” in plan-view with the T’s “leg” facing the lane, and no wider than 118 ft. The
intention is for better solar / air access and open-space especially on the quieter lane-side, and
to respond to the existing finer grain context. Further, under the ‘Housing Supply and
Affordability’ section of the GWCP, provision has been made to support the delivery of social
housing through providing additional height and density with the goal of preserving and
increasing affordability over the long term
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Figure 3 - Britannia-Woodland East 1st Avenue Subarea Land Use Map from GrandviewWoodland Community Plan

Figure 4 - Six Storey ‘T’ Typology from Grandview-Woodland Community Plan
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City staff recognise that the proposed building challenges some of the urban design parameters
set out within this sub-area of the GWCP due to the clinical program’s large floorplate and the
additional height and density required to deliver the amount of low-income housing proposed. It
is also recognised that the proposal’s importance in the delivery of wider social benefits, and
support innovative interpretations of the original T-shaped apartment typology to optimise
natural lighting, air and livability.
Responding to the GWCP’s urban design parameters and neighbourhood concerns, this project
has undergone a series of design revisions to arrive at the current proposal received on August
23, 2018. However, the general design idea has remained constant: a continuous three-to-fourstorey podium spanning most of the block from McLean Drive to Clark Drive; a “Clark Tower”
along Clark Drive on the existing I-2 zoned lots and a six-storey form “McLean Building” on the
RM-4N lots. This approach respects the maximum six-storey form envisioned for the majority of
the site and positions the higher building elements along Clark Drive where the permitted height
under existing zoning was 100 feet.
A roof level podium-garden separates the two buildings above the third floor and provides
amenity space and solar penetration through the site. The site slopes down approximately 12 m
(39 ft.) from McLean Drive to Clark Drive, thus the podium on the McLean Drive side is mostly
underground and reads as a one-storey expression, while the more exposed Clark Drive side is
a full four-storeys plus a mezzanine level. The roof of the McLean building is also sloped in a
mono-pitched form following the sloping height envelope due to the topography.
Figure 5 - East 1st Avenue elevation

An earlier proposal included a ten-storey Clark Tower, a six-storey McLean Building that was
over 60 m (200 ft.) in length, and 24 m (80 ft.) wide podium-garden between the Clark and
McLean buildings. Some concerns from the public were specific to the impact on the
neighbourhood to the north by a 200 ft. long ‘McLean Building’, and how its length presented a
larger shadowed area and an institutional feel not in character with a residential neighbourhood.
In addition, the length of the frontage along East 1st Avenue was seen as not adequately
addressing the public realm and the pedestrian experience anticipated in the GWCP.
The revised proposal (see drawings in Appendix G) responded to neighbourhood concerns as
well as the GWCP’s urban design objectives by widening the podium-garden to 33.5m (110 ft.),
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and reducing the length of the McLean Building to 54 m (177 ft.). This will result in less
shadowing on the properties to the north and more open space between this building and
development across the lane. The shortened McLean building is further articulated with more
pronounced recesses to break down its horizontal feel, thus presenting a more residential
expression. Balconies are also included in some units to enhance the residential feel and
general liveability of the building. To ensure the supply of social housing units is not severely
compromised by the shortened McLean Building, the Clark Tower has an additional floor
bringing its height to 36.5m (120 ft.). The revised application has an overall density of 3.22 FSR,
and one additional level of parking. To provide more space for public realm and landscaping
opportunities, further setbacks to the McLean building have been created.
The Urban Design Panel (UDP) reviewed the initial rezoning application on June 13, 2018 and
supported the project with recommendations (see Appendix E for further information).
Recommendations included further design development to the residential portions to enhance
the residential expression and relocation of height and density to the west block to allow for
further articulation on the east block. The applicant team worked with staff to address both UDP
recommendations and staff concerns around site planning and building form and massing and
subsequently submitted a revised rezoning submission on August 23, 2018.
In conclusion, staff recommend approval of the proposed form of development subject to
conditions outlined in Appendix B.
Figure 6 - Proposed Development (looking south-east along Clark Drive)

Housing
This project, if approved, would advance a number of City housing policy objectives and
strategic directions, including those articulated in Affordable Housing Policies (1989, updated
1991), Housing Vancouver Strategy (2017) and Grandview-Woodland Community Plan (2016)
in addition to meeting provincial affordability goals.
A fixed $20 million capital grant has been made available by BC Housing for the social housing
portion of this project, directed to low-to-moderate income renters. BC Housing’s Affordable
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Rental Housing program was announced in the provincial government’s 2017 budget update
and targets 1,700 units over a multi-year term. This investment from 2017 is meant for the
development of social housing projects that will partner with municipal governments and not-forprofit associations to improve housing affordability.
This project will replace all 18 existing rental housing units onsite 1 and if approved, all existing
tenants will be provided with a Tenant Relocation Plan (TRP), as per the City’s Tenant
Relocation and Protection Policy and Guidelines (2015). This policy and guideline are a
supplement to the BC Residential Tenancy Act, which increases protection to renters who may
be displaced as a result of development activity. Further, BC Housing will be offering current
renters the right of first refusal into the new social housing units, subject to eligibility (e.g.
income) requirements. Further information on the TRP is described in Appendix F of this report.
By including approximately 90 new social housing units, this rezoning application would
contribute to near and long term targets in the Housing Vancouver Strategy (2017) (see Table
1). The approval of these units would add to the total number of social housing units as
approved since December 31, 2018.
Table 1 - Progress Towards the 10 Year Housing Vancouver Targets for Non-Market
Housing as of December 31, 2018
Housing Type
Social, Supportive, and
Co-op Housing Units

10-YEAR TARGETS

Units Approved Towards
Targets

12,000

3,640

*Note that tracking progress towards 10-year Housing Vancouver targets began in 2017.

*Unit numbers exclude the units in this proposal, pending Council’s approval of this application.

Additionally this application, if approved, would provide:
•

New social housing for a variety of households (e.g. individuals, families, persons with
disabilities, seniors, etc.) in a location with transit access, in close proximity to
downtown, and access to services;

•

Newly built social housing units in an area where over 90% of the rental units were built
prior to 1980; and,

•

Increased housing options along the housing continuum for community residents in this
local area and contributions to ending homelessness.

In order to meet the objectives of their capital funding program, BC Housing will provide
approximately 50% of the social housing units to be rented to households which are at or below
the BC Housing Income Limits (HILs) levels. From the 2018 BC Housing HILs table, low and
moderate household incomes are $41,500 for a studio unit, $48,000 for a one bedroom unit,
$58,000 for a two-bedroom unit, and $68,000 for a three bedroom unit. The other 50% will be
rented at CMHC private rental market rates for Vancouver. Since the cost estimating process is
continuous during the entire design process, City staff will work with BC Housing to broaden and
deepen the affordability based on cost analysis to ensure long-term financial viability of the

1

As per the partnership Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) from June 28, 2017.
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housing project. Should the rezoning be approved, a Housing Agreement will secure all units as
social housing for 60 years or the life of the building, whichever is greater.
BC Housing has finalized and posted a Request for Proposal (RFP) for the Housing Operator on
MERX. The expected closing date for the RFP is January 29, 2019 and the results will
determine who will operate the residential housing units.
Grandview-Woodland Community Plan
The proposal meets and advances a number of the Housing Supply and Affordability goals in
section 7.1 of the GWCP . The replacement of all 18 existing on-site rental housing units with 90
new social housing units meets the goals of increasing housing for vulnerable residents (7.1.1),
and maintaining and increasing the amount of mixed income non-market housing in the
neighbourhood (7.1.3). The proposal includes the provision of a Tenant Relocation Plan (TRP),
as per the City’s Tenant Relocation Policy and Protection Policy and Guidelines (2015) and
section 7.1.8 of the GWCP.
Grandview-Woodland Community Plan-“Pace of Change” Policy Bulletin
Staff recommend that Council waive the strict application of the Pace of Change policy
regarding this development. The main purpose of the policy is to limit the displacement of the
existing market rental units by managing the pace of development that involve the demolition of
market rental housing as covered under the Rental Housing Stock Official Development Plan.
The Pace of Change policy did not however contemplate developments such as this where 18
rental units would be replaced by 90 social housing units. Nor was it the intention of the GWCP
to impede the delivery of social housing (non-market) units under this policy. The development,
if approved, will achieve a number of key City of Vancouver and Provincial objectives around the
provision of social housing and social services across the City.
Tenant Relocation Plan
There are three single-family homes, one duplex containing two units, and a three storey
apartment building containing 13 units, totaling 18 units. At the time the rezoning application
was submitted, two units were vacant, therefore, the tenant relocation plan is for a total of 16
units. The rents at these properties range from $705 to $2,500 per month.
In February, 2018, City staff and BC Housing met with available tenants to explain the proposed
redevelopment project and answer any early questions or concerns they may have. A follow-up
meeting occurred in June, 2018 to explain the support that would be provided through the
tenant relocation process. Additional one-on-one meetings were offered to all tenants and in
September, 2018, City staff met one-on-one with tenants to complete a needs assessment. The
needs assessment is meant to help develop a Tenant Relocation Plan that is tailored to the
needs of the tenants.
The City has set out key objectives in working with existing renters:
•

Compensation package to be paid to each of the rented units ;

•

Compensation for moving expenses;
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•

Working closely with tenants, to identify alternate accommodations (Note: CoV staff are
actively working with non-profit partners to secure units in new or existing
social/affordable housing buildings, based on a tenants’ eligibility, e.g. income);

•

As the existing rental units are replaced with social housing, tenants will be offered right
of refusal, provided they meet the eligibility requirements for the new social housing units
(e.g. income);

•

Additional support for special circumstances, including additional financial
compensation or support, such as partnering with health organizations and other nonprofit services, may be requested for vulnerable tenants (eg. seniors, persons with
disabilities, very low income, mental health issues, etc); and,

•

Additional support for special circumstances (e.g. seniors, persons with disabilities, very
low income, mental health issues, etc) to include identifying at least one alternate
accommodation option within 10% of the tenants current rent, if the tenant has a low
income and is paying significantly lower than CMHC average rent for the area.

The Tenant Relocation Plan (TRP) is summarized in Appendix F. A final TRP will be required
prior to issuance of an Occupancy Permit.
Withdrawal Management Centre
Vancouver Coastal Health will obtain a sub-lease from BC Housing for the proposed Withdrawal
Management Centre (“Centre”). Services offered within the Centre will provide and be designed
for people seeking treatment for substance use. The Centre proposes a diverse range of
withdrawal services including inpatient withdrawal management beds, outpatient and homebased withdrawal treatment.
Incorporated within the floorplate of the Centre will be a range of services such as:
•

51 inpatient withdrawal management treatment beds;

•

Outpatient and home-based withdrawal management services;

•

A sobering centre for keeping people safe while they withdraw from substances;

•

20 beds for short term transition to continued, longer-term support after a withdrawal
management plan has been completed;

•

Services that are trauma-informed and culturally appropriate; and,

•

An academic teaching, research and learning hub.

It is anticipated that integrating a range of services to provide a continuum of care within the
facility will help people navigate the withdrawal management system more seamlessly by
providing a central point of access within one building. The Centre will be operated by
Vancouver Coastal Health and the programming will be designed around best practice inpatient
care and experience with services in residential neighbourhoods that support people to integrate
back into community.
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Figure 7 - Vancouver Coastal Health – Withdrawal Management Client Pathway Chart

In order to minimise the impact on the surrounding street network, patient drop-off and pick-up
by vehicle will occur primarily within the building, with access to the parkade from the lane. The
building will not serve any medical emergency needs, therefore ambulance sirens or noise upon
arrival at the proposed centre is not anticipated. The centre will be open and staffed to serve
client needs 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
As noted in the floor plans (See Appendix G), the Centre will provide the following programs and
client care spaces on levels 1 to 4, including a mezzanine level within the building:
Access Central and Central Addiction Intake Teams (CAIT): The CAIT Team will be responsible
for referring clients to the most appropriate services they need within the withdrawal
management centre. CAIT will be available to coordinate post-withdrawal care for clients. A
primary goal of withdrawal management is to ensure people have the supports in place to
progress to further treatment, which may include day programs, outpatients counselling,
specialized treatment programs and supportive short term transitional beds.
Inpatient Withdrawal Management: The 51-bed inpatient withdrawal management program will
serve adults 19 years and older who need either on-site medical management or medical
monitoring during withdrawal treatments. Some withdrawal situations carry significant risk to the
person receiving treatment needing medical care over the course of the process. This risk can
be associated with withdrawing from certain substances (i.e. alcohol, benzodiazepines), if the
person is pregnant, or if the person has a pre-existing physical or mental health disorder.
Medical management services are unique and important in providing safe withdrawal and
stabilization for these complex clients. Medical monitoring is suitable for clients who can benefit
from on-site support, but whose withdrawal poses a lower risk. Inpatient clients can generally
expect stays up to seven days.
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Clients will be medically assessed and provided with medication based treatments, individual
counselling, educational groups, addiction recovery groups and culturally informed programs.
Clients will also have access to high quality meals and snacks, medication management, clean
linens and clothing, and leisure and recreational activities. They will also receive assistance in
accessing financial support, safe/supportive housing, inpatient addiction treatment programs,
culturally supportive programs, ongoing primary care and speciality care as needed.
Substance Use Treatment and Response Team (START) Description: The START program is
designed to provide rapid access, at-home treatment options for individuals needing help to
detox safely with supports. The goals of START includes providing safe withdrawal from alcohol
and other substances, providing processes that are humane and protect client dignity, initiating
opioid agonist treatment (Suboxone), using safer take-home dosing, and linking clients to
ongoing treatment and support. Eligible clients will meet with clinicians (a nurse and physician)
at the withdrawal management centre to develop a suitable treatment plan and receive support
on an outpatient basis over their typical two-week treatment program.
Short-term Transition Beds: Approximately 20 new short-term, transitional beds will provide
continued support for clients having completed detox and in transition to longer-term solutions,
such as supportive transitional beds. The beds will be located within the withdrawal
management centre, but will have a separate entrance and staffing model. Stays will generally
last up to 30 days. Clients will receive medication management, high quality meals and snacks
as well as ongoing access to a variety of recovery and support programs.
Academic Teaching and Learning Centre: An academic teaching, research and learning hub will
support staff development, knowledge transfer and sharing best practices in withdrawal
management. The Centre will maintain and engage in activities associated with a wide range of
recognized research bodies, including the CIHR-funded Canadian Research Initiative on
Substance Misuse (CRISM) and the National Institute on Drug Abuse.
Teaching and research activities will focus on medical training for psychiatrist and physicians,
nursing (addictions fellowships for Registered Nurses/Registered Psychiatric Nurse) and allied
health professionals (e.g. Registered Social Worker, Registered Clinical Counsellors). Through
research and new initiatives, the Academic Teaching and Learning Centre will be able to provide
unique care opportunities for clients who access withdrawal management centre services.
Social Enterprise Space
The City will obtain a sublease for the proposed 291 sq. m (3,132.3 sq. ft.) social enterprise
facility located at grade along Clark Drive from BC Housing and will sub-sub-lease this space to
a non-profit operator to support Indigenous healing and wellness and community economic
development. The City-owned Social Enterprise Component will support Indigenous healing and
wellness through meaningful employment, supporting opportunities for local job creation
The overall function of the space would allow for the following uses:
•

Training and skill development

•

Light production and packaging

•

Ceremony, product demonstrations, or other types of occasional events

The City will work in partnership with the Metro Vancouver Aboriginal Executive Council
(MVAEC) to explore opportunities and design requirements. Incorporating Indigenous healing
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and wellness programs as well as Indigenous design details into the space and overall site
reflects a connection to key service agency services such as the Vancouver Aboriginal
Friendship Centre Society, Urban Native Youth Centre, Vancouver Native Housing Society and
Britannia Community Centre.
Figure 8 - Proposed Development (view looking north-east)

5. Transportation and Parking
The initial rezoning application submitted on May 1, 2018 proposed a total of 38 parking stalls
and 100 bicycle spaces on site. Engineering Services reviewed the proposal and deemed that
the on-site parking requirements were deficient for the proposed parking demand on site. The
revised application submission received on August 23, 2018 proposes an increase in on-site
parking in response to staff feedback. A total of 81 parking spaces are proposed; 34 parking
spaces for the residential component and 47 spaces for the clinical and social enterprise centre.
Also proposed are 88 Class A bicycle spaces.
Engineering Services has reviewed the revised rezoning application and has indicated that
additional on-site parking will be required to meet the needs of this mixed-use development.
Under the updated Parking By-law (effective January 1, 2019), certain credits will apply to social
housing developments and sites within close proximity to transit. Rezoning conditions related to
further parking requirements are contained in Appendix B.
6. Environmental Sustainability
The Green Buildings Policy for Rezonings (amended by Council on May 2, 2018) requires that
residential rezoning applications satisfy either the near zero emissions buildings or low
emissions green buildings conditions within the policy. These new requirements are mandatory
for all rezoning applications received on or after May 1, 2018.
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This application has opted to satisfy the Green Buildings Policy for Rezonings under the low
emissions green buildings requirements. The low emissions green buildings pathway represents
City priority outcomes, establishing limits on heat loss, energy use, and greenhouse gases, and
drawing on industry best practices to create more efficient, healthy and comfortable homes and
workplaces. The applicant has submitted preliminary energy modeling analysis detailing building
performance strategies to meet the new energy use intensity, greenhouse gas and thermal
demand targets.
Public and Stakeholder Input
Public Notification
Four rezoning information signs were installed on the subject site on May 24, 2018. The
rezoning application information, as well as an online comment form and dedicated project
email was provided on the City’s Rezoning Centre webpage for public review and to facilitate
feedback on the proposal.
Community Open House
Approximately 3,470 notification letters were distributed within the neighbouring area on or
about May 22, 2018. An email blast was also distributed by staff to identified stakeholder groups
notifying them of the open house. A City-led community open house was held on June 11, 2018
at Vancouver Community College, located at 1155 East Broadway. Staff, the applicant team,
and a total of 191 people attended the open house.
Figure 9 - Notification and Public Response
Comments received up to and including November 25, 2018

Total notifications
Open House attendees
Open House comment sheets
Rezoning emails/online comments

3470
191
94
405

In response to the revised rezoning submission, the site signs were amended on September 11,
2018, with a banner indicating that revisions were made to the application. Project revision
details were included in another mail-out to the original approximate 3,470 notified households,
distributed on or about September 25, 2018. An email blast was again sent out to identified
stakeholder groups and individuals who signed up for project update notifications. Revisions
were highlighted on the City’s Rezoning Centre webpage.
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Public Response
Public responses to this proposal have been submitted to the City as follows (see Figure 10):
• In response to the June 11, 2018 open house, a total of 94 comment sheets were
received.
• A total of 405 letters, emails, online comment forms, and other feedback were received,
including project related questions and repeat commenters.
• A letter of support, signed by 18 individuals, was also received on September 5, 2018.
Support for the proposal cited the following:
• Provision of affordable, rental housing, or new housing options
• Location and neighbourhood fit
• Provision of health services, a detox centre, or resources for vulnerable individuals
• Serves a need and will benefit the community
• Overall building design
• Building size or height
• Housing affordability
Concerns expressed by respondents included the following:
• Transparency of the rezoning process
• Location and neighbourhood fit
• Building size or height
• Pace of Change Policy-Grandview Woodland Community Plan
• Crime and neighbourhood safety
• Parking
• Building design
A more detailed consultation summary is included in Appendix E.
While the proposed building form and use were not envisioned at the time the GWCP was under
development, it does make provision for projects such as these, as they serve a significant need
in the community. GWCP supports additional height and density for the delivery of social
housing, and acknowledges the value of a healthy community through the delivery of much
needed social services uses.
As described in the form of development section of this report, the revised proposal has
addressed some public concerns regarding the building and form of development as well as the
Grandview-Woodland Community Plan’s urban design objectives by widening the podiumgarden to 33.5m (110 ft.), and reducing the length of the McLean Building to 54 m (177 ft.). This
will result in less shadowing on the properties to the north and provide more open space
between the building and development across the lane.
The building design will also be further articulated with the inclusion of balconies in some units
to enhance the residential expression of the building and livability. One additional parking level
has been added to support the transportation demands for the site. The parking provisions will
be in accordance with the Parking By-law and the applicant team will demonstrate further
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parking efficiencies through the provision of a Transportation Demand Management Plan (
conditions contained in Appendix B).Staff have worked with the applicant team to create further
setbacks to the McLean building to increase the public realm area and landscaping
opportunities.
This application will address a number of key City and Provincial objectives around affordable
housing and social services. Staff have determined the proposed building form complies with
the maximum height for the majority of the site and will be further refined through conditions
contained in Appendix B.
Applicant Team-Led Community Engagement
Between the period of May to September of 2018, the applicant team, with support from City
staff, conducted a variety of additional community outreach events. These included a business
and resident canvas, engagement events with community members, stakeholder groups and
tenants as well as focus groups and information sessions.
The resident and business canvas took place within a 4-5 block radius of the project site. The
intention of these activities was to invite people to the June 11, 2018 City-led open house and
identify questions/concerns regarding the proposed rezoning in the community. At total of 314
houses and 115 businesses were canvassed as part of this process.
Community and stakeholder groups were engaged through informational events and meetings.
Each of these events typically involved a presentation of the rezoning proposal followed by a
question and answer discussion. The following community groups were consulted:
• Rising Star Co-op
• Strathcona Area Business Improvement Association
• Grandview-Woodland Area Council
• Community 1st
• RainCity Housing
• The People with Lived Experience Advisory Committee on Mental Health and Substance
Use
• Grandview-Woodland Area Services Team
• Co-Here Housing Community
• British Columbia Centre on Substance Use
A meeting was also held with the Metro Vancouver Aboriginal Executive Council in May, 2018.
This event included an overview of the proposal and a discussion related to incorporating an
inclusive facility that recognises Indigenous design principles and features.
Vancouver Coastal Health also conducted five focus groups with 23 individuals. Participant
groups were made up of a range of gender orientations and ages and included individuals with
experience or knowledge of withdrawal and detox facilities. Focus groups addressed features of
facility design and were intended to make the facility as welcoming, safe, comfortable, and
barrier-free as possible.
The full engagement summary report is contained in Appendix F.
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Public Benefits
In response to City policies which address changes in land use and density, this application for
rezoning offers the following public benefits:
Required Public Benefits:
Development Cost Levies (DCLS) — Development Cost Levies collected from development
help pay for facilities made necessary by growth, including parks, childcare facilities,
replacement housing (social/non-profit housing) and engineering infrastructure.
Under provisions of the Vancouver Charter and the DCL By-law, social housing owned by the
Federal or Provincial government, the City or a non-profit organization is exempt from DCLs
provided that a minimum of 30% of the dwelling units are occupied by households with incomes
below BC Housing Income Limits and that a Section 219 covenant, housing agreement or other
security for the housing commitments is registered against title.
This site is subject to City-wide DCLs and City-wide Utilities DCLs; however, the proposed
83,430 sq. ft. of residential floor area to be developed as social housing will be exempt from
DCLs. Based on rates in effect as of September 30, 2018, the value of the total DCL exemption
is approximately $1,936,400. The Social Enterprise Centre, which meets the definition of Social
Service Centre qualifies for a reduced DCL of $20 under the DCL By-laws. Based on rates in
effect as of September 30, 2018 the 54,057 sq.ft. for the new withdrawal management centre is
anticipated to generate approximately $1,060,600.
DCL rates are subject to future adjustment by Council including annual inflationary adjustments.
DCLs are payable at building permit issuance based on rates in effect at that time. A
development may qualify for 12 months of in-stream rate protection from DCL rate increases,
provided that an application has been received prior to the rate adjustment. See the City’s
DCL Bulletin for details on DCL rate protection.
Public Art Program — The Public Art Policy and Procedures for Rezoned Developments
requires rezoning proposals having a floor area of 9,290.0 sq. m (100,000 sq. ft.) or greater to
contribute public art or provide 80% cash in lieu as a condition of rezoning. Social housing is not
calculated as part of the applicable floor area under this policy. The remaining floor area for the
withdrawal management centre and social enterprise space is below the minimum threshold,
therefore, no public art contribution will arise from this application. However, the applicant team
is interested in pursuing an Indigenous and community art program for the site in partnership
with City staff that will include Indigenous art upon completion of the project.
Offered Public Benefits:
Community Amenity Contributions (CACs) - Within the context of the City’s Financing
Growth Policy, an offer of a community amenity contribution to address the impacts of rezoning
can be anticipated from the owner of a rezoning site. Such a CAC is typically made through the
provision of either on-site amenities or a cash contribution towards other public benefits and
they take into consideration community needs, area deficiencies and the impact of the proposed
development on City services.
The Community Amenity Contributions Through Rezonings policy provides an exemption for
social housing which meets the DCL By-law definition.
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Social Housing - The applicant is proposing that 90 residential units be secured as social
housing. The public benefit accruing from these units is a contribution to the Housing Vancouver
Strategy for the delivery of secured social housing through a housing agreement and Section
219 covenants to preclude the stratification and/or separate sale of individual units.
Withdrawal Management Centre – If the project is approved, the Centre will be sub-leased to
VCH by BC Housing to replace the existing Vancouver Detox Centre located at 377 East 2nd
Avenue. The new Centre, to be operated by VCH, will provide and be designed for people
seeking treatment for addictions. The centre will be constructed as part of overall project led by
BC Housing and funded by a capital contribution from VCH.
Social Enterprise Space – The City will obtain a sub-lease at nominal cost from BC Housing
for the social enterprise facility located at grade along Clark Drive. The space is intended to
support community economic development and Indigenous healing and wellness programs on
site. The space will be constructed as part of the overall project led by BC Housing and funded
by a capital contribution from the City. The City intends to issue an RFP for a non-profit provider
to sub-sub-lease and operate the space. Staff will report back to Council for approval of any
lease and operating agreements, include any related grant, if required, once the functional plan
and overall budget has been confirmed.
Financial Implications
Ground Lease to BC Housing
The June 28, 2017 MOU signed by the City, BC Housing and Vancouver Coastal Health include
the City providing a 99-year ground lease at a nominal rate, tenant relocation and environmental
remediation for the site to be developed by BC Housing.
A 99 year nominal ground lease for the site, with estimated value of $16.7 million, was
conditionally approved by Council in May 2018 as a contribution to the proposed project.
The cost of the tenant relocation plan for the 18 existing units on site was estimated at $65,000.
The costs will be confirmed and brought back to Council for approval through the City’s budget
processes.
The cost to complete environmental investigation, remediation, and obtain regulatory closure for
the site has not yet been determined but is not expected to exceed $250,000. This cost is
expected to be paid by or recovered from the owner of the adjacent property which has been
determined to be the source of contamination. Any required budget will be brought back to
Council for approval through the City’s budget processes.
Social Housing - The 90 units of social housing, secured by a Housing Agreement and Section
219 Covenant for the longer of the life of the building or 60 years, will be owned by BC Housing.
BC Housing has made a $20 million capital grant available for the social housing portion of this
project. Based on the May 2018 cost estimate BC Housing is expected to rent approximately
50% of the units to households which are at or below HILs, the other 50% will be rented at
CMHC private rental market rates for Vancouver. Staff will work with BC Housing to broaden
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and deepen the affordability based on cost analysis to ensure long-term financial viability of the
building.
Withdrawal Management Centre – Vancouver Coastal Health will make a capital contribution
to fund construction of the Withdrawal Management Centre which will be sub-leased to and
operated by VCH.
Social Enterprise Space - The City will enter into a long-term sub-lease of the social enterprise
facility located at grade along Clark Drive from BC Housing at nominal cost, having provided the
land for the project and a capital contribution towards construction of the social enterprise space
estimated at approximately $2 million. The capital contribution is subject to Council approval
and will be brought forward through future Capital budget processes.
The City intends to issue an RFP to select a non-profit provider to sub-sub-lease and operate
the space. Staff will report back to Council for approval of any lease and operating agreements,
include any related grant, if required, once the functional plan and overall budget has been
confirmed.
Summary of project financing

Land (99 year ground lease)
Tenant relocation
Environmental remediation
Construction
Social housing
Withdrawal management centre
Social enterprise space
Project costs
City of Vancouver (nominal lease)
City of Vancouver (cash)
Vancouver Coastal Health
BC Housing grant
BC Housing mortgage
Project funding

Estimated
value ($m)
May 2018
16.7
0.1
TBC
64.5

Capital
funding
CoV
CoV
CoV

Operating
funding

BCH
VCH
CoV

BCH &/or BCH operator
VCH &/or VCH operator
CoV &/or CoV operator

$81.8
16.7
1.6
27.5
20.0
15.5
$81.3

Rezoning
The site is subject to both City-wide DCL and City-wide Utilities DCL. The residential component
of the proposed project is expected to qualify for a DCL exemption as social housing, and the
value of the exemption is estimated at $1,936,400. The Social Enterprise Centre, is expected to
qualify for a reduced DCLs of $20 and the withdrawal management centre is anticipated to
generate approximately $1,060,600 of DCLs, based on rates in effect as of September 30,
2018.
No additional CAC or public art contribution is applicable.
CONCLUSION
Staff have reviewed the application to rezone the site at 1636 Clark Drive and 1321-1395 East
1st Avenue and concluded that the proposed land use, housing mix, form of development and
public benefits are consistent with the directions of the GWCP and Councils objectives to secure
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affordable housing. The application, if approved, would deliver 90 social housing units,
contributing to the achievement of City-wide social housing targets. Additionally, the provision of
a state-of-the-art withdrawal management centre together with a social enterprise space will
address gaps identified in the GWCP around the provision of health and addiction services and
community economic development. Overall, this development will be a significant step to
address both the housing affordability and addiction challenges currently facing Vancouver.
The General Manager of Planning, Urban Design and Sustainability recommends that the
application be referred to Public Hearing together with a draft CD-1 By-law as generally shown
in Appendix A and with a recommendation that these be approved, subject to the Public
Hearing, along with the conditions of approval listed in Appendix B, including approval in
principle of the form of development as shown in plans included as Appendix G.
*****
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1636 Clark Drive and 1321-1395 East 1st Avenue
DRAFT CD-1 BY-LAW PROVISIONS
Note: A By-law will be prepared generally in accordance with the provisions listed below,
subject to change and refinement prior to posting.
Zoning District Plan Amendment
1. This By-law amends the Zoning District Plan attached as Schedule D to By-law No. 3575,
and amends or substitutes the boundaries and districts shown on it, according to the
amendments, substitutions, explanatory legends, notations, and references shown on the
plan marginally numbered Z- (___) attached as Schedule A to this By-law, and incorporates
Schedule A into Schedule D, of By-law No. 3575.
[Schedule A is a map that will be prepared for the draft by-law, and that will be posted prior
to the Public Hearing.]
Designation of CD-1 District
2.

The description of the area shown within the heavy black outline on Schedule A is CD-1
(___).

Uses
3.

Subject to approval by Council of the form of development, to all conditions, guidelines
and policies adopted by Council, and to the conditions set out in this By-law or in a
development permit, the only uses permitted and the only uses for which the Director of
Planning or Development Permit Board will issue development permits are:
(a)

Dwelling Uses, limited to Dwelling Units in conjunction with any of the uses listed
in this By-law;

(b)

Office Uses, limited to Health Care Office and Health Enhancement Office ;

(c)

Institutional Uses, limited to Detoxification Centre and Social Service Centre ;

(d)

Cultural and Recreational Uses, limited to Artist Studio- Class A, Arts and
Culture Indoor Event, and Community Centre or Neighbourhood House;

(e)

Retail Uses, limited to Public Bike Share and Retail Store; and

(f)

Accessory Uses customarily ancillary to the uses permitted in this section.

Conditions of use
4.

All commercial uses must be carried on wholly within an enclosed building except for:
(a)

Public Bike Share; and

(b)

Display of artisan products, flowers, plants, fruits, and vegetables, in conjunction
with a permitted use.
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Floor area and density
5.1

Computation of floor space ratio must assume that the site consists of 4,172.3 m2, being
the site size at the time of the application for the rezoning evidenced by this By-law, prior
to any dedications.

5.2

The floor space ratio for all uses combined must not exceed 3.22.

5.3

Computation of floor area must include all floors having a minimum ceiling height of 1.2
m, including earthen floor, both above and below ground level, measured to the extreme
outer limits of the building.

5.4

Computation of floor area must exclude:
(a)

5.5

open residential balconies or sundecks and any other appurtenances which, in
the opinion of the Director of Planning, are similar to the foregoing, except that:
(i)

the total area of all such exclusions must not exceed 12% of the permitted
floor area for dwelling units; and

(ii)

the balconies must not be enclosed for the life of the building;

(b)

patios and roof gardens only if the Director of Planning first approves the design
of sunroofs and walls;

(c)

where floors are used for off-street parking and loading, the taking on or
discharging of passengers, bicycle storage, heating and mechanical equipment,
or uses which in the opinion of the Director of Planning are similar to the
foregoing; those floors or portions thereof so used, which are at or below the
base surface, except that the exclusion for a parking space must not exceed 7.3
m in length; and

(d)

all residential storage area above or below base surface, except that if the
residential storage area above base surface exceeds 3.7 m2 for a dwelling unit
there will be no exclusion for any of the residential storage area above base
surface for that unit.

The use of floor area excluded under section 5.4 must not include any use other than
that which justified the exclusion.

Building height
6.

The building height, measured from base surface to the top of roof parapet, must not
exceed 36.6m.

Horizontal angle of daylight
7.1

Each habitable room must have at least one window on an exterior wall of a building.
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7.2

The location of each such exterior window must allow a plane or planes extending from
the window and formed by an angle of 50 degrees, or two angles with a sum of 70
degrees, to encounter no obstruction over a distance of 24.0 m.

7.3

Measurement of the plane or planes referred to in section 7.2 must be horizontally from
the centre of the bottom of each window.

7.4

The Director of Planning or Development Permit Board may relax the horizontal angle of
daylight requirement, if:
(a) the Director of Planning or Development Permit Board first considers all the
applicable policies and guidelines adopted by Council; and
(b) the minimum distance of the unobstructed view is not less than 3.7 m;

7.5

7.6

An obstruction referred to in section 7.2 means:
(a)

any part of the same building including permitted projections; or

(b)

the largest building permitted under the zoning on any site adjoining CD-1 (___).

A habitable room referred to in section 7.1 does not include:
(a)

a bathroom; or

(b)

a kitchen whose floor area is the lesser of:
(i)

10 % or less of the total floor area of the dwelling unit, or

(ii)

9.3 m2.

Acoustics
8.

A development permit application for dwelling uses must include an acoustical report
prepared by a registered professional acoustical engineer demonstrating that the noise
levels in those portions of dwelling units listed below will not exceed the noise levels
expressed in decibels set opposite such portions of the dwelling units. For the purposes
of this section, the noise level is the A-weighted 24-hour equivalent (Leq24) sound level
and will be defined simply as noise level in decibels.
Portions of dwelling units

Noise levels (Decibels)

Bedrooms
Living, dining, recreation rooms
Kitchen, bathrooms, hallways

35
40
45

Zoning and Development By-law
9.

Sections 2 through 14 of the Zoning and Development By-law apply to this CD-1 ( ).
*****
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1636 Clark Drive and 1321-1395 East 1st Avenue
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
Note: If the application is referred to a public hearing, these Conditions of Approval will be
referenced in the Summary and Recommendations included in the hearing agenda package.
Any changes to the conditions by staff prior to the hearing will be noted in the Summary and
Recommendations. Any further changes to the conditions approved by Council will be contained
in its decision. Please consult the hearing minutes.
PART 1: CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL OF THE FORM OF DEVELOPMENT
Note: Consideration by Council at the public hearing of the proposed form of development is in
reference to plans prepared by HDR/CEI Architecture Associates Inc., received August 23,
2018 and provides that the Director of Planning may allow minor alterations to this form of
development when considering the detailed scheme of development submitted with the
development application.
THAT, prior to approval by Council of the form of development, the applicant shall obtain
approval of a development application by the Director of Planning, who shall have particular
regard to the following:
Urban Design
1.

Design development to improve the visual prominence of the clinic entry and
general pedestrian-wayfinding on the East 1st Avenue elevation by:
(a)

Extending the entry canopy a few metres east of gridline 6 for added
weather-protection;

(b)

Introducing more glazing around the clinic entry area,

(c)

Providing more small-skylights around the clinic entry area that cut
through to Level 2; and

(d)

Reconfiguring the south-east corner of the site to present as an entry
plaza that wraps around McLean Drive to the residential entry.

Note to Applicant: Some small amount of floor-plan reconfiguration may occur for
improvements to the clinic entry area. Relocation of some bicycle racks and
seating arrangements is also anticipated in the public realm. Also see Landscape
condition regarding East 1st Avenue and McLean Drive public realm treatment
(see also condition 7).
2.

Design development to make the residential entry on the Clark Tower more
welcoming by:
(a)

Identifying a clear pathway from Clark Drive to the residential entry; and,

(b)

Dedicating space for respite at the site’s northwest area.
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Note to Applicant: The retaining-wall at the site’s northwest corner and the metal
front-gates may make the Clark residential entry area read as a very enclosed
space rather than an open welcoming one. Reducing the amount of built
structures in this area may make it more welcoming.
3.

Design development to minimise unsurveyable activities in the following, but not
limited to, areas:
(a)

Clark residential tower entry-area at the NW corner;

(b)

Carpark entry area; and,

(c)

NE area of the site along the lane.

Note to Applicant: Most of areas mentioned in this condition are on the lane-side.
Increased lighting may help. Additionally, some studies have shown the use of
artworks, community murals for example, may help to prevent crime as they help
anchor a sense of place for people in the neighbourhood.
4.

Consider indicating how community and Indigenous art (e.g. murals) will be
incorporated into the building.

5.

Design development to slope or lower structural slab to accommodate adequate
soil depths.
Note to Applicant: See landscape condition 8 regarding soil depth.

Landscape Design
6.

Provision of an updated arborist report that confirms the retention of tree #1000.
Note to Applicant: the updated arborist report should also confirm that the
arborist has reviewed and concurs with the most recent architectural and
landscape drawings in terms of what was understood to be reasonable design
measures within know site conditions and acceptable tolerances to impacts. Any
above or below grade design conflicts must be brought to the attention of the City
and the applicant at earliest convenience and may be subject to further design
development.
Provide specific recommendations that inform private and public realm landscape
design and methods for tree retention. Include any construction limitations such
as the location of construction storage materials, temporary structures, utility
conflicts, site access, development phasing and temporary irrigation
requirements. A Letter of Assurance should also be submitted to ensure that
arborist will supervise any work within the tree protection zones.

7.

Design development to enhance the public realm between East 1st Avenue and
McLean Drive by:
(a)

Relocating the bicycle racks to the north-east corner to open up space for
additional seating, planting and other landscape features; and
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(b)

Layering shrubs and/or ornamental grasses under the proposed trees to
provide visual interest, and to frame the space together with the long
benches.

Note to applicant: see also urban design condition 1.
8.

Design development to the landscape treatment to increase the volume of soil,
tree canopy cover and planting on slab. Soil depths should exceed Canadian
Landscape Standards, specifically, a minimum of 3 feet of growing medium depth
should be provided for all tree plantings. Structural slab should be sloped or
lowered where possible (see also Urban Design condition 5).

9.

Further design development to the Integrated Rainwater Management Strategy
to explore opportunities for onsite rain water infiltration and soil absorption, as
follows:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

Maximize natural landscape best management practises;
Minimize the necessity for hidden mechanical water storage;
Increase the amount of planting on the roof level, where possible;
Consider linear infiltration bio-swales along property lines, at lower site
areas;
Use permeable paving;
Employ treatment chain systems (gravity fed, wherever possible);
Use grading methods to direct water to soil and storage areas.

Note to Applicant: Refer to the City of Vancouver Integrated Rainwater
Management Plan (IRMP), Vol.1 & 2 for further information. A consulting
engineer (subject matter expert) will need to be engaged and early phase soil
analysis will be needed. Further comments may be outstanding at the
development permit stage.
10.

Provision of improved sustainability by the provision of edible plants, in addition
to urban agriculture plots.
Note to Applicant: Edible plants can be used as ornamentals as part of the
landscape design.

11.

At time of development permit application, the following:
(a)

Provision of a detailed Landscape Plan illustrating soft and hard
landscaping
Note to applicant: The plans should be at 1/8”: 1 ft. scale minimum. The
Plant List should include the common and botanical name, size and
quantity of all existing/ proposed plant material. Plant material should be
clearly illustrated on the Plan and keyed to the Plant List. The landscape
plan should include the public realm treatment (to the curb) and all
existing or proposed street trees, adjoining walkways, surface materials,
PMT/Vista transformers and public utilities such as lamp posts, hydro
poles, fire hydrants.
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(b)

Provision of detailed architectural and landscape cross sections
(minimum 1/4" inch scale) through common open spaces, semi-private
patio areas and the public realm;
Note to applicant: the sections should illustrate, the slab design and
location, the soil profile, tree root ball, tree canopy and any associated
landscaping. For private patios and amenity areas, illustrate and
dimension planters on slab, planter sizes (inside dimension), soil, root
ball, retaining walls, steps, patios and portions of the adjacent building,
such as residential units or amenity rooms.

(c)

Provision of a “Tree Management Plan”;
Note to applicant: It is preferred that the arborist tree management plan
become the primary document for tree removal/ protection related
matters.

(d)

Provision of an arborist “letter of undertaking” to include signatures by the
owner, contractor and arborist;
Note to applicant: the signatures confirm that all parties are aware of the
roles and responsibilities and that the project is on track to satisfy the
steps and recommendations outlined by the arborist. For example,
advanced planning will be needed to ensure that certain works, such as
site supervision checkpoints, are coordinated.

(e)

Coordination for the provision of new street trees or any proposed City
owned tree removals adjacent to the development site, where applicable;
Note to applicant: New street trees to be shown and confirmed on the
development permit plans. Contact Eileen Curran, Streets Engineering
(604.871.6131) to confirm tree planting locations and Park Board
(604.257.8587) for tree species selection and planting requirements.
Provide a notation on the plan as follows, "Final spacing, quantity and
tree species to the satisfaction of the General Manager of Engineering
Services. New trees must be of good standard, minimum 6cm caliper, and
installed with approved root barriers, tree guards and appropriate soil.
Root barriers shall be 8 feet long and 18 inches in. Planting depth of root
ball must be below sidewalk grade. Call Park Board for inspection after
tree planting completion".

(f)

Provision of high efficiency irrigation for all planted areas and hose bibs
for all patios and common areas greater than 100 sq. ft.;
Note to applicant: on the plan, illustrate irrigation connection points and
hose bib symbols accurately and provide a highlighted note to verify the
irrigation is to be designed and constructed. Hose bibs are requested to
encourage patio gardening and hand watering on private patio and
amenity decks.
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(g)

Provision of enlarged detailed elevations for all vertical landscape
structures and features (i.e. green walls, trellis); and

(h)

Provision of an outdoor Lighting Plan.

Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED)
12.

Design development to respond to CPTED principles, having particular regards
for:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

theft in the underground parking;
residential break and enter;
mail theft; and
mischief in alcove and vandalism, such as graffiti.

Note to Applicant: Building features proposed in response to this condition should
be noted on the plans and elevations. Consider use of a legend or key to
features on the drawings. Consultation with the social housing operators and
Park Board staff with experience of the more specific CPTED risks in this area is
recommended, and should be included the response to this condition.
Affordable Housing
13.

Provide a letter stating the property address and legal description of the site, and
providing the names and mailing addresses of all tenants;

14.

Provide a notarized declaration, prior to issuance of a development permit which
demonstrates that each tenant has been given written notice of the intent to
redevelop the property; that indicates the number of units occupied on the date of
the notice; includes information on posting of notice regarding the intent to
redevelop; and, includes copies of a letter addressed to each tenant summarizing
the Tenant Relocation Plan offer and signed as received by each tenant;

15.

Provide a final Tenant Relocation Report to be submitted prior to issuance of the
occupancy permit which outlines the names of tenants; indicates the outcome of
their search for alternate accommodation; summarizes the total monetary value
given to each tenant (moving costs, rent, any other compensation);

16.

Provide a completed Tenant Relocation Application Form which includes a list of
outlining the name of each tenant, the number of the tenant’s unit, the size of
unit, the type of unit, and their rent, as per Section 6.1(a) of the Tenant
Relocation and Protection Guidelines (2015);

17.

Submission of a draft operating budget and rent schedule demonstrating a viable
optimisation of affordability on this site with a minimum of 30% of housing units in
the building renting to households with incomes at or below the BC Housing
Income Limits or other such greater percentage of housing units rented to such
households with a view of maximising affordability, while ensuing the financial
viability of the project, with a review of same prior to issuance of an occupancy
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permit, all to the satisfaction of the General Manager of Arts, Culture and
Community Services;
18.

Prior to development permit issuance, revised drawings and information shall be
submitted to the satisfaction of the Director of Planning, clearly indicating the
proposed total unit mix of studio, one-bedroom, two-bedroom and three-bedroom
units, provided that it does not go lower than 40% family units;
Note to applicant: In accordance with the Grandview-Woodland Community Plan
(2016), ensure 50% family housing in non-market developments subject to
financial viability may be varied under the discretion of the Director of Planning or
Development Permit Board.

19.

The building is to comply with the High-Density Housing for Families with
Children Guidelines (1992), and include a common amenity room with
kitchenette and an accessible washroom adjacent to the amenity room;

20.

Prior to issuance of development permit, applicant to display a sign on the site,
throughout construction, that acknowledges that social housing is being provided
as part of the City of Vancouver’s initiatives. Sign design, format, and location to
be approved by the City.

Engineering
21.

Provision of construction details to determine ability to meet municipal design
standards for shotcrete removal (Street Restoration Manual section 02596 and
Encroachment By-law (#4243) section 3A) and access around existing and future
utilities adjacent your site.
Note to Applicant: Detailed confirmations of these commitments will be sought at
the building permit stage with final design achievements certified and confirmed
with survey and photographic evidence of removals and protection of adjacent
utilities prior to building occupancy. Provision of written acknowledgement of this
condition is required. Please contact Engineering Services for details

22.

The owner or representative is advised to contact Engineering to acquire the
project’s permissible street use. Prepare a mitigation plan to minimize street use
during excavation & construction (i.e. consideration to the building design or
sourcing adjacent private property to construct from) and be aware that a
minimum 60 days lead time for any major crane erection / removal or slab pour
that requires additional street use beyond the already identified project street use
permissions.

23.

Provision of any gas service to connect directly to the building without any portion
of the service connection above grade within the road right of way.

24.

Clarify garbage pick-up operations. Please provide written confirmation that a
waste hauler can access and pick up from the location shown without reliance of
the lane for extended bin storage If this cannot be confirmed then an on-site
garbage bin staging area is to be provided adjacent the lane
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25.

Please update the landscape and/or site plan to reflect the public realm changes
including all of the off-site improvements sought for this rezoning, where a design
or detail is not available please make note of the improvement on the site and/or
landscape plans. Please submit a copy of the updated plan to engineering for
review.

26.

Please place the following statement on the landscape plan; This plan is “NOT
FOR CONSTRUCTION” and is to be submitted for review to Engineering
Services a minimum of 8 weeks prior to the start of any construction proposed for
public property. No work on public property may begin until such plans receive
“For Construction” approval and related permits are issued. Please contact
Engineering, Development Services and/or your Engineering, Building Site
Inspector for details.”

27.

Remove all benches, stairs, retaining walls and specialty paving, from the
dedication area on East 1st Avenue. This includes the proposed portions of the
wellness walk on City property (refer to drawing L1.0).
Note to Applicant: No stairs or retaining walls can be located on City property,
which includes the dedication area. The portions of the wellness walk proposed
for City property would have to slope at a similar grade as the sidewalk. If the
wellness walk is desired to be constructed as proposed with stairs and retaining
walls then it should be fully on private property outside of the dedication area.

28.

Relocate proposed second row of trees to fully on private property.
Note to Applicant: Drawing L1.0 shows many of the second row trees proposed
to be located right on the edge of the dedication area. Any trees proposed
outside of the front boulevard should be located fully on private property.

29.

Delete layby proposed in street right of way on McLean Dr. from drawing L1.0.

30.

Clearly show the existing wood poles and guy wires that are within the lane on
the site and landscape plans.

31.

Clearly label dedication lines and SRW area on landscape plans.

32.

Design Development to provide designated drop-off/pick-up on-site for building
residents.
Note to applicant: The designated drop-off/pick-up zone must be located on-site.
The designated drop-off/pick-up zone is currently shown on Mclean Drive.

33.

Parking, loading and bicycle spaces must be provided and maintained in
accordance with the requirements of the Vancouver Parking By-Law.
Note to applicant: A shared parking analysis and TDM Plan may be considered
by Engineering to meet the minimum Parking By-Law requirements.

34.

Provision of an updated and finalized TAMS, including:
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

35.

Expanded safety assessment to include review of the ICBC data provided
by the City on June 11, 2018.
Expanded site circulation discussions
Provision of turn movement analysis throughout the parking, loading and
drop-off areas. Turn swaths to be provided to/from the lane for all parking,
loading and drop-off areas to confirm that design is functional.
Expanded discussions of impacts to off-site circulation through the
neighbourhood are required to manage the traffic volumes that will be
generated.

Compliance with the Parking and Loading Design Supplement to the satisfaction
of the General Manager of Engineering Services as follows:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)

All types of parking and loading spaces to be individually numbered,
dimensioned, and labelled on the drawings.
Show all columns and dimension column sizes and column
encroachments into parking spaces.
Dimensions of additional setbacks for parking spaces due to columns and
walls.
Dimensions of manoeuver aisles and the drive aisles at the parkade
entrance and all gates.
Section drawings showing elevations and minimum vertical clearances for
parking levels, loading bays, ramps, and security gates. These clearances
must consider mechanical projections and built obstructions.
Areas of minimum vertical clearances labelled on parking levels.
Design elevations on both sides of the ramps and drive aisles at all
breakpoints, loading bays, disability spaces, and at all entrances. The
slope and length of the ramped sections at all breakpoints to be shown on
the submitted drawings.
Indicate the stair-free access route from the Class A bicycle spaces to
reach the outside.
Provision of automatic door openers on the doors providing access to the
bicycle storage rooms.
Existing street furniture including bus stops, benches etc. to be shown on
plans.
A complete tech table is required showing the calculations for the
minimum required parking, loading, bicycle spaces and the number of
spaces being provided.http://vancouver.ca/home-propertydevelopment/parking-policies-guidelines.aspx.

Note to Applicant: The Parking By-law was recently reviewed, with some changes
to the parking requirements to be implemented. Depending on the timing, this
application may be subject to new requirements for vehicle parking, bicycle
parking, pick-up-drop-off spaces and transportation demand management.
36.

Staff are seeking a detailed response toward the Citywide Integrated Rainwater
Management Plan (IRMP) requirements outlined in the Green Buildings Policy for
Rezonings, and the following:
(i)
Pre-development site plan showing orthophoto and existing drainage
areas and appurtenances;
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(ii)
(iii)

(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)

A proposed site plan that delineates drainage areas, including the area
measurements for pervious/impervious areas, and identifies appropriately
sized green infrastructure practices for each of those areas;
Geotechnical study that evaluates the potential and risks for onsite
rainwater infiltration:
a)
Infiltration testing at likely locations for infiltration practices and a
proposed design infiltration rate
b)
Soil stratigraphy
c)
Depth to bedrock and seasonally high groundwater; and
d)
Assessment of infiltration risks such as slope stability and soil
contamination.
Hydrologic and hydraulic analysis prepared by a qualified professional in
the area of rainwater management showing how the site will meet the
requirements of the Policy
If lower tier green infrastructure options are chosen, then justifications
must be included in the RMP report;
Include supplementary documentation for any proprietary products that
clearly demonstrates how they contribute to the targets
The plan and report must demonstrate that access has been provided for
maintaining the rainwater management system, such as providing truck
access for pumping out sediment traps;
Maintenance and operation guide for the rainwater management system
that will be provided to the eventual owner or party responsible for
maintenance.

Note to Applicant: Staff will not accept the principle that distinct site areas that
have large infiltration and/or storage capacity in some way compensate for those
areas of the site that are impervious, without the runoff from the impervious areas
being directed on to these absorbent areas, and this being clearly demonstrated.
37.

Where areas of growing medium do not have runoff directed on to them (from
above) from adjacent impervious surfaces they shall be assumed to be
receiving/treating/storing only the rainfall that falls directly on to them.

38.

Integrated Rainwater Management Plan targets to be achieved on site i.e.
without using street right of way.
Note to Applicant: The building/public realm should be designed to show
leadership in the City’s commitment to Green Building systems including an
integrative approach to rainwater management to minimize potable water use
and encourage the use of alternative water sources in areas such as toilet
flushing and irrigation.
Note to Applicant: Legal arrangements will be required to ensure on-going
operations of certain rainwater storage, rainwater management and green
infrastructure systems.
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Sustainability
39.

All new buildings in the development will meet the requirements of the Green
Buildings Policy for Rezonings (amended February 7, 2017), including all
requirements for Near Zero Emissions Buildings (i.e. Passive House certified or
alternate near zero emissions standard approved by the Director of
Sustainability), or Low Emissions Green Buildings. The requirements for Low
Emissions Green Buildings are summarized at
http://guidelines.vancouver.ca/G015.pdf
Note to Applicant: The applicant will be required to demonstrate that the
development is on track to achieve the above requirements at each stage of
permit. For more detail on the above requirements and what must be submitted
at each stage, refer to the most recent bulletin Green Buildings Policy for
Rezonings – Process and Requirements (amended April 28, 2017 or later).

PART 2: CONDITIONS OF BY-LAW ENACTMENT
THAT, prior to enactment of the CD-1 By-law, the registered owner shall on terms and
conditions satisfactory to the Director of Legal Services and to the General Manager of Planning
and Development, the General Manager of Arts, Culture and Community Services, the General
Manager of Engineering Services, the Director of Facility Design and Management and the
Approving Officer, as necessary, and at the sole cost and expense of the owner/developer,
make arrangements for the following:
Engineering
1.

Consolidation of Lots 13, 14, 15, 20 and 21; Lots 18 & 19, Both Except the South
7 Feet Now Road; Lots 22 and 23, Both Except Part in Explanatory Plan 17378;
Lot 24, Except (A) Part in Plan 4123 and (B) Part in Explanatory Plan 17378; All
of Block 60, District Lot 264A, Plan 383 and 1771; and Strata Plan VR1149 (after
cancellation of the strata plan and dissolution of the strata corporation) to create
a single parcel and subdivision of that site to result in the dedication of the areas
shown on the following sketch for road purposes.
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2.

A subdivision plan and application to the Subdivision and Strata Group is
required. For general information see the subdivision website at:
http://vancouver.ca/home-property-development/apply-to-subdivide-orjoinproperties.aspx.

3.

Provision of a 2m x 2m corner-cut Statutory Right of Way (SRW) for sidewalk
purposes in the ultimate SW corner of the site. The SRW is to be free of any
encumbrance such as structure, stairs, door-swings and benches at-grade but
the SRW agreement will accommodate portions of the building at levels 2 and
above within the SRW area.

4.

Provision of a Services Agreement to detail the on and off-site works and
services necessary or incidental to the servicing of the site (collectively called the
“services”) such that they are designed, constructed and installed at no cost to
the City and all necessary street dedications and rights of way for the services
are provided. No development permit for the site will be issued until the security
for the services is provided.
(a)

Provision of adequate water service to meet the fire flow demands of the
project. The current application lacks the details to determine if water
main upgrading is required. Please supply project details including
projected fire flow demands, sprinkler demand, hydrant load, and
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domestic water demands to determine if water main upgrading is
required. Should upgrading be necessary then arrangements to the
satisfaction of the General Manager of Engineering Services and the
Director of Legal Services will be required to secure payment for the
upgrading. The developer is responsible for 100% of any water system
upgrading that may be required.
(b)

The post-development 10-year flow rate discharged to the storm sewer
shall be no greater than the 10-year pre-development flow rate. The predevelopment estimate shall utilize the 2014 IDF curves, whereas the
post-development estimate shall utilize the 2100 IDF curves to account
for climate change.
Note to Applicant: Development to be serviced to the 250mm diameter
storm sewer and 200mm diameter sanitary sewer on E 1st Ave.

(c)

Provision of all utility services to be underground from the closest existing
suitable service point. All electrical services to the site must be primary
with all electrical plant, which include but not limited to System Vista,
Vista switchgear, pad mounted transformers, LPT and kiosks (including
non-BC Hydro kiosks) are to be located on private property with no
reliance on public property for placement of these features.
In addition, there will be no reliance on secondary voltage from the
existing overhead electrical network on the street right-of-way. Any
alterations to the existing overhead/underground utility network to
accommodate this development will require approval by the Utilities
Management Branch.
Note to Applicant: Please ensure that in your consultation with B.C. Hydro
that an area has been defined within the development footprint to
accommodate such electrical plant. Please confirm that this space has
been allocated and agreement between both parties has been met.

(d)

Provision of a minimum 1.83 m (6’-0”) light broom finish saw cut concrete
sidewalk on Mclean Drive frontage. Maintain existing front boulevard
width.

(e)

Provision of a 1.22m (4’-0”) exposed aggregate front boulevard and light
broom finish saw cut concrete sidewalk to property line on Clark Drive
frontage.

(f)

Provision of a 2.14 m (7’-0”) sod grass front boulevard with trees and light
broom finish saw cut concrete sidewalk, and grass back boulevard on
East 1st Avenue frontage.

(g)

Provision of a standard pedestrian lane crossing including new curb
returns and curb ramps on both sides of the lane entries on Clark Drive
and McLean Drive as per City standard.
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(h)

Provision of curb ramps at the NE corner of East 1st Ave and Clark Drive,
and at the NW corner of East 1st Avenue and Mclean Drive.

(i)

Provision of upgraded street lighting (roadway and sidewalk) adjacent to
the site and Clark Drive/East 1st Avenue intersection lighting to current
COV standards and IESNA recommendation.

(j)

Provision of street trees, adjacent the site, where space permits.
Note to Applicant: All City infrastructure elements are to follow the current
City Streets Restoration Manual.

(k)

Provision of new or replacement duct banks adjacent the development
site that meet current City standards. Duct banks are to consist of
electrical and communication ducts sized to meet City needs in a
configuration acceptable by the General Manager of Engineering
Services and in conformance with applicable electrical codes and
regulations. A detailed design will be required prior to the start of any
associated street work. Note: as-constructed documentation will be
required that includes photographic and measured evidence of the
installed number of conduits, their final locations and depths.

(l)

Provision of lane lighting on standalone poles with underground ducts.

(m)

Provision of new service panel/cabinet/kiosk for Clark/E1st TS and
remove existing service panel attached to BC Hydro pole.
Note to Applicant: The detailed Electrical Design will be required prior to
the start of any associated electrical work to the satisfaction of the
General Manager of Engineering Services and in conformance with
Standard Specification of the City for Street Lighting (draft), Canadian
Electrical Code and the Master Municipal Construction Documents (the
latest edition).

5.

Provision of a Rainwater Management Plan (RMP) that details how the rainwater
management system meets the IRMP requirements for retention, cleaning and
safe conveyance, prepared by a subject matter expert (Engineer) and signed by
same, subject to review. The applicant should take into account the following:
(a)

Runoff from the first 24 mm of rainfall from all areas, including rooftops,
paved areas, and landscape must be retained on site (landscapes over
native subsoils with appropriately sized topsoil meets the 24 mm retention
requirement)

(b)

Surfaces designed for motor vehicle use and other high pollutant
generating surfaces require an additional 24 mm of treatment beyond the
first 24 mm retained (for a total of 48 mm treated);

(c)

Water quality volume (48 mm for high pollutant generating surfaces like
driveways) that leaves the site must be treated to a standard of 80% TSS
removal by mass by using either individual BMPs that meet the standard
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or treatment trains of BMPs that, when combined, meet the standard. For
proprietary treatment devices:
(i)

Provide product information for all treatment practices;

(ii)

Products need to be certified by TAPE - The Technology
Assessment Protocol and

(iii)

Ecology Program, Washington State Department of Ecology’s
process for evaluating and approving emerging rainwater
treatment BMPs. The applicant may propose other technologies
but must provide supporting information that shows the technology
meets the standard such as those products certified under
Environmental Technology Verification Canada.

Real Estate
6.

Make arrangements to the satisfaction of the General Manager of Real Estate &
Facilities Management, Director of Finance and Director of Legal Services to
settle the terms of a long term ground lease for the site for Vancouver City
Council approval

7.

Make arrangements to the satisfaction of the General Manager of Real Estate &
Facilities Management, Director of Facilities Planning & Development, Director of
Finance and Director of Legal Services to settle the terms of a development
agreement setting out the rights and obligations of the parties in respect of the
construction and use of the Development for Vancouver City Council approval;

8.

Make arrangements to the satisfaction of the General Manager of Real Estate &
Facilities Management, Director of Finance and Director of Legal Services to
secure the obligation to sub-lease:
(a)
(b)

the Withdrawal Management Centre to Vancouver Coastal Health and
the Social Enterprise Space to City of Vancouver.

Affordable Housing
9.

Make arrangements to the satisfaction of the General Manager of Arts, Culture
and Community Services or successor in function) and the Director of Legal
Service to enter into a Housing Agreement securing all dwelling units as social
housing for 60 years or life of the building, whichever is greater, which will
contain the following terms and conditions:
(a)

a no separate sales covenant;

(b)

a no stratification covenant;

(c)

a provision that none of the dwelling units in the building will be rented for
less than one month at a time;
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(d)

requiring such units to be used for "social housing", as that term is
defined in the Vancouver Development Cost Levy By-law No. 9755;

(e)

including such other terms and conditions as the Director of Legal
Services, Director of Finance and the General Manager of Arts, Culture
and Community Services may require.

Note to Applicant: This condition will be secured by a Housing Agreement to be
entered into by the City by by-law enacted pursuant to Section 595.2 of the
Vancouver Charter.
Withdrawal Management Centre
10.

Make arrangements to design, develop and construct the Withdrawal
Management Centre (“Centre”) to the satisfaction of the Managing Director of
Social Policy & Projects, the Director of Facilities Planning and Development,
Director of Finance and the Director of Legal Services.

11.

Make arrangements to the satisfaction of the General Manager of Real Estate &
Facilities Management, Director of Finance and Director of Legal Services to
settle terms for a sublease of the Withdrawal Management Centre, at nominal
cost, to Vancouver Coastal Health.

Social Enterprise Space
12.

Make arrangements to design and construct the Social Enterprise Space
(“Space”) to the satisfaction of the Managing Director of Social Policy & Projects,
the Director of Facilities Planning and Development, Director of Finance, and the
Director of Legal Services.

13.

Make arrangements to the satisfaction of the Managing Director of Social Policy
& Projects, General Manager of Real Estate & Facilities Management, Director of
Finance and Director of Legal Services to settle terms for a sublease of the
Social Enterprise Space, at nominal cost, to the City of Vancouver providing for
the following:
(a)

(b)

access to and non-exclusive use of:
(i)

1 parking spaces in the parkade reserved for the tenants and/or
users of the Space, additional 4 spaces to be shared;

(ii)

bicycle spaces in the underground parkade in accordance with the
Parking By-law requirements

(iii)

convenient access to loading and drop-off adjacent to or on a
different level with elevator access to the Space and garbage and
recycling areas.

minimizing the obligations of the City toward contributions to the common
area costs of the overall development, to reflect those costs which are
deemed to be directly attributable to the Space or which are related to
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any part of the development for which the users or invitees of the Space
may have the use of and/or access to from time to time;
(c)

provision of interior signage in common areas of the property clearly
specifying City-approved use of the Space and ensures that all owners
and occupants of the development are aware of the approved use; a
minimum of one sign shall be placed in a clearly visible location of all
common entranceways and/or lobbies within the development;

(d)

such other terms and conditions as the Managing Director of Social Policy
& Projects, Director of Facilities Planning and Development, Director of
Finance and the Director of Legal Services may require.
Note to Applicant: Design development will be required through the
Development Permit process, including consideration for the proximity
and access to the garbage, recycling and compost rooms; and;

Sustainability
14.

The applicant will enter into an agreement with the City, on terms and conditions
acceptable to the Director of Sustainability and the Director of Legal Services,
that requires the future owner of the building to report energy use data, on an
aggregated basis, for the building as a whole and certain common areas and
building systems. Such an agreement will further provide for the hiring of a
qualified service provider to assist the building owner for a minimum of three
years in collecting and submitting energy use data to the City.

Environmental Contamination
15.

If applicable:
(a)

Submit a site profile to the Environmental Protection Branch (EPB);

(b)

As required by the Manager of Environmental Protection and the Director
of Legal Services in their discretion, do all things and/or enter into such
agreements deemed necessary to fulfill the requirements of Section
571(B) of the Vancouver Charter; and

(c)

If required by the Manager of Environmental Protection and the Director
of Legal Services in their discretion, enter into a remediation agreement
for the remediation of the site and any contaminants which have migrated
from the site on terms and conditions satisfactory to the Manager of
Environmental Protection, City Engineer and Director of Legal Services,
including a Section 219 Covenant that there will be no occupancy of any
buildings or improvements on the site constructed pursuant to this
rezoning until a Certificate of Compliance satisfactory to the City for the
on-site and off-site contamination, issued by the Ministry of Environment,
has been provided to the City.
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Note: Where the Director of Legal Services deems appropriate, the preceding
agreements are to be drawn, not only as personal covenants of the property
owners, but also as Covenants pursuant to Section 219 of the Land Title Act.
The preceding agreements are to be registered in the appropriate Land Title
Office, with priority over such other liens, charges and encumbrances affecting
the subject site as is considered advisable by the Director of Legal Services, and
otherwise to the satisfaction of the Director of Legal Services prior to enactment
of the by-laws.
The preceding agreements shall provide security to the City including indemnities, warranties,
equitable charges, letters of credit and withholding of permits, as deemed necessary by and in a
form satisfactory to the Director of Legal Services. The timing of all required payments, if any,
shall be determined by the appropriate City official having responsibility for each particular
agreement, who may consult other City officials and City Council.
*****
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1636 Clark Drive and 1321-1395 East 1st Avenue
DRAFT CONSEQUENTIAL AMENDMENTS
Note: By-laws will be prepared generally in accordance with the provisions listed below, subject
to change and refinement prior to posting.
DRAFT AMENDMENTS TO THE SIGN BY-LAW No. 11879
Amend Schedule A (CD-1 Zoning Districts Regulated by Part 9) by adding the following:
“1636 Clark Drive

[CD-1 #]

[By-law #]

I-2”

NOISE CONTROL BY-LAW NO. 6555
Amend Schedule B (Intermediate Zone) by adding the following:
“[CD-1#]

[By-law #]

1636 Clark Drive and 1321-1395 East 1st Avenue”
*****
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DRAFT By-law to amend Regional Context Statement
Official Development Plan By-law No. 10789
Note: A By-law will be prepared generally in accordance with the provisions listed below,
subject to change and refinement prior to posting.
1.
This By-law amends the indicated provisions of the Regional Context Statement
Official Development Plan By-law No. 10789.
2.
Council replaces “Map 1. Regional Land Use Designations, Urban Centres and Frequent
Transit Development Areas” with the following:
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1636 Clark Drive and 1321-1395 East 1st Avenue
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Urban Design Panel
The Urban Design Panel reviewed the application on June 13, 2018
EVALUATION: SUPPORT with Recommendations
Introduction: Rezoning Planner, Sarah Crowley, introduced the rezoning application as a
mixed-use development submitted on behalf of the applicant, BC Housing. This is a split-zone
site (I-2 Industrial and RM-4N General Urban) and owned by the City of Vancouver.
The site is an 11 lot assembly, full block from Clark to McLean on the north side of East 1st Ave
measuring 116m (380 ft. frontage).There is an approximate 30 ft. (9 m) drop in the slope on site
from Mclean down to Clark Drive. The site area measures at 4,194 sq. m. (45,148 sq. ft.). The
I-2 portion of the site is currently vacant and the RM4N portion is occupied by 5 rental buildings
with 21 tenants in situ. There are residential units developed adjacent to the lane to the north
within 16 m (52 ft.) from the northern boundary of this site.
The proposal is to rezone under Grandview-Woodland Plan and Social Housing polices to
permit development of approximately 12,192 sq. m. (131,234 sf.) mixed-use building containing:
a detoxification center including 20 short term transitional beds, 97 social housing units and a
social enterprise space at grade. The 50,900sq ft. detoxification centre including up to 20 short
term transitional beds and associated programs will be managed by Vancouver Coastal Health.
A 3,600 sq. ft. social enterprise space will be funded and sub-leased by the City.
97 social housing units will be managed by BC Housing or a Housing provider. The
development will include 39 underground parking stalls and loading bays and 100 bike spaces.
This application has been submitted under the City’s SHORT Pilot program which prioritizes
social housing projects internally and a dedicated staff team is on hand to process these
particular applications.
This site is within the Grandview Woodland area and is subject to the policies within the
Grandview-Woodland Community Plan (2016).The proposed height is up to 100 ft. on 1-2 zone
fronting onto Clark Drive and up to 65 ft. fronting on McLean Drive. The density proposed at
submission was 3.12 FSR. The project site is located within East 1st Avenue sub-area (Section
6.4.2), this section of the plan had envisioned that future development could consider a 100% 6storey secured rental housing, T- type typology with a density up to 2.4 FSR with parking
located at rear with access from lane.
Additionally, other sections of the plan indicated that additional height and density could be
accommodated for social housing projects. Health and wellness uses (including detoxification
centers) were described as needed services in the neighborhood within the Plan. Other relevant
City policies and strategies for this development are: Housing Vancouver Strategy (2017),
Housing Vancouver 3- Year Action Plan 2018-2020 and Affordable Housing Policies (1989,
updated 1991).
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Development Planner Patrick Chan began with a review of the Grandview Woodland (GW)
Plan’s “T-shaped apartment” typology envisioned for the subject site as a ground to discuss how
the proposed design responded to the Grandview Woodland Community Plan’s urban design
performance. These T-shaped typology key intention was to provide more breathing space and
improve air / light access on the laneside. As a result, this presents a more sympathetic
interface with the existing and future fabric across from the lane.
These T-shaped apartments initially envisioned under the Plan were proposed to be within 118
ft. in width to better response to the area’s finer scale street / building rhythm. Chan then
described how the proposed building – particularly its east-west axis and continuous base
podium – is a response to the sharply sloped one block-sized site and the clinical programming.
Chan discussed the design part which comprises “three moments” that sit above the basepodium: the vertical ten-storey Clark Tower; the roof-garden; and the horizontally expressed
McLean Building. He indicated that while the base-podium and McLean Building have
expansive widths, there are attempts to reduce visual monotony through some material
variations and recesses in the wall-planes. More importantly, the negative space provided by the
roof-garden was an interpretation of the T-shaped apartments’ intended urban design
performance to increase breathing space, light and air. Prior to presenting questions to the
panel members, Chan noted this project was an exercise in balancing the GW Plan’s urban
design intentions for sensitivity to the existing and future neighbourhood fabric; the acute
housing needs; the medical treatment’s spatial and program requirements; an opportunity for
architectural excellence; and lastly, liveability that extends beyond technical measures to include
fostering a sense of home.
Advice from the Panel on this application is sought on the following:
1) The proposed massing’s response to the Grandview-Woodland Plan’s urban design
intentions (through the T-shaped apartments) to improve solar / air access, and to offer
moments of respite hence a more sympathetic relation with the area’s finer scale and
rhythm;
2) The building identity in terms of presenting a residential feel, thus fostering a sense of
home for future residents, while also addressing the Clark and East 1st Avenue corner;
3) Liveability and usability issues pertaining to private outdoor spaces such as balconies for
the family-sized units, connectivity between indoor and outdoor amenity spaces, and
lastly, ease of wayfinding and entrance identity.
Applicant’s Introductory Comments:
The architect team representing the applicant began their discussion by describing their
challenge as architects to balance the project brief proposed and considering the policies of the
Grandview Woodland plan while redefining this particular block in the middle of the
neighborhood. As a result, there are individuals in the neighborhood that feel this is appropriate
for the neighborhood and some that feel it does not adhere to the community plan. The
challenge is to address both sides and work with a blended program. The clinic team are
looking for 25,000 sf of space and looking at fitting as many 1, 2 and 3 rental units that are
moderately priced and this has a huge impact on how this project is addressed. The applicant
team’s intention is to try to create a forum of development that will respect the anticipated blocks
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and improve some of the present characteristics. The intent is to address the scale of the
building and podium to mimic the elements and have similar height and setbacks of the
neighborhood. The tower arrangement is purposeful to lessen the shadowing. The withdrawal
management program did discuss in its evolution to have extended balconies, trying to address
the city’s green rezoning policy including the step code and trying to keep as energy efficient as
possible. Note the balconies cost regardless the direction, tried to articulate the building in terms
of intrusions, recesses, various colors, filigree, and using Juliette balconies instead of extended
balconies to the outdoor space. The architect team described that at forefront of the project
there are proposed setbacks to provide opportunities to work with an indigenous artists on
animating these spaces. The entrance to the plaza has been widened with landscaping.
Landscaping and outdoor access does improve patient outcome, therefore the team are looking
to have setbacks that will create a community wellness walk, and have a number of step
gardens onto the public realm as well as a sunken atrium.
The applicant team then took questions from the panel.
Panel Consensus:
Having reviewed the project it was moved by Ms. Parson and seconded by Ms. Orckwell and
was the decision of the Urban Design Panel: THAT the Panel SUPPORTS the project with the
following minor recommendations to be reviewed by City Staff:
3.
Further design refinement to building base;
4.
Further design development to residential portions to soften residential
expression; and
5.
Explore relocating height and density to the west block to allow for further
articulation on the east block.
Related Commentary: There were strong opinion on both sides of the panel in relation to the
height and form with the majority of the panel supporting the overall massing and form. There
was general support for the density with many of the panel indicating that the program and
density is appropriate for the location and that the project being badly needed in this city.
Comments from panel members included a need for a breakdown of the massing and a
suggestion that the massing and form could go higher on either end. The massing needs work
in terms of making the building more residential friendly. The form is foreign to the existing
neighborhood, the form choice appears they want to make the building bigger, the giant slope
roofs are still costing money, hope the city does not support that every site become a square
box do not think this is a proper interpretation of the current policy.
The panel felt that the livability and usability was handled quite well. When it came to the base it
was generally felt the strong base was appropriate and the mimicking of the building across the
street was an appropriate approach. A panel member noted the building base appeared a bit
relentless and flat and the base does not have to be a different color. In regards to the height of
the west block, the majority of the panel members were comfortable adding additional height to
that corner. Recommendations were put forward about defining the corner of Clark drive and
gateway. The panel felt that the higher massing is appropriate and this will manifest itself to
mark the corner. There is a lot of effort to make the identity of the building all connect. To make
a giant base with a challenging site that has a high slope, one needs to be sensitive to the street
as well and people need to be able to interact with it. Presently it appears as one giant building,
and some panel members suggested each element have its individual expressions as this
would help break the massing as well. By breaking up the massing, this might help make it look
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like buildings across the street. Regarding the building shape versus the T -shape idea as
envisioned in the Plan, a panel member noted the interpretation of the Grandview Woodland Tshape typology was a nice interpretation of the policy. In terms of the overall character, some of
the panel indicated that the institutional portion looks too institutional especially the lane in the
back, anything that could be done regarding the design to soften it would be great. With more
buildings coming forward with new energy rezoning policy, the energy performance of the
building will start dictating certain typologies in the buildings that is not presently seen.
Consensus in principal supporting the height, massing, and density with modifications. The
panel noted the building is doing the right thing sheltering the employees and residences by
providing a strong presence on the street and supported big residential balconies. They
acknowledged that it is not the best site however in terms of sounds and noise, therefore the
Juliette balconies are appropriate and understood that the applicant team was striving to make a
cost effective project.
In terms of landscaping, the panel suggested that using landscape to buffer the site from traffic
would be a positive step and future-proofing of the lane space would be great. In terms of the
indoor/outdoor amenity, there were comments to indicate that the light-wells would rather they
come together to get light into the lobby and an elevator up to the amenity would be useful.
Other comments included having a flat roof instead of an angle roof. Like the McClean entrance
as the residential entrance. The height solar studies look like it has optimized the sun for the
neighbors. The panel appreciated the inclusion of consulting with aboriginal artists during the
progress of the project.
Applicant’s Response:
The applicant team thanked the panel for their comments.
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1636 Clark Drive and 1321-1395 East 1st Avenue
PUBLIC CONSULTATION SUMMARY
Public Notification
Rezoning information signs were installed on the site on May 24, 2018. Approximately 3,472
notification letters were distributed within the neighbouring area on or about May 22, 2018.
Notification and application information, as well as an online comment form, was provided on
the City’s Rezoning Centre webpage (Vancouver.ca/rezapps).
Rezoning Site Sign Locations

When the application was revised, the four site signs were updated with a banner indicating
revisions to the application on September 11, 2018. Project revision details were also included
3,472 notification letters, distributed within the neighbouring area on or about September 25,
2018. An email blast was again sent out to identified stakeholder groups and individuals who
signed up for project update notifications Revisions were also highlighted on the City’s Rezoning
Centre webpage.
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Notification Area

Community Open House
A community open house was held from 5:00-7:30 pm on June 11, 2018 at Vancouver
Community College, located at 1155 East Broadway. Staff, the applicant team, and a total of
191 people attended the open house.
Public Response
Public responses to this proposal have been submitted to the City as follows (see Figure 11):
• In response to the June 11, 2018 open house, a total of 94 comment sheets were
received from the public.
• A total of 405 letters, emails, online comment forms, and other feedback were received
from the public, this includes project related questions and repeat commenters
• A letter of support, signed by 18 individuals, was also received on September 5, 2018.
Community notification and Public Response

Total notifications
Open House attendees
Open House comment sheets
Rezoning emails/online comments

3470
191
94
405

Below is a summary of all feedback received from the public up to and including November 25,
2018 by topic, and ordered by frequency :
Comments of Support:
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•

The provision of affordable, rental housing, or new housing options
(approximately 165 responses): Respondents expressed support for the inclusion of
below market and social housing, noting that there is a high need in the community and
Vancouver for this housing typology.

•

Location and neighbourhood fit (approximately 125 responses): Respondents
approved of the site location and its fit with the existing neighbourhood, with a high
percentage noting the site’s central location, arterial connections, and walkability, as well
as its access to transit, employment, and other services.
Many individuals suggested that this development will make Grandview-Woodland a
more vibrant and exciting neighbourhood.
Some respondents also appreciated the proposed development being located on the
edge of the neighbourhood. They considered this to be a good use of underutilized land.

•

Supportive of provision of health services/resources for vulnerable citizens
(approximately 81 responses): Respondents were in support of the new detox facility
and its role in addressing the opioid crisis. Some individuals also considered the existing
facility to be in need of replacement or renewal.

•

The rezoning process (approximately 37 responses): Respondents were supportive
of the project however recommended that an expedited process for projects of this
nature should be in place. Some individuals also felt that rezoning could be done
proactively so projects of this nature aren’t required to go through the process.

•

Community benefits (approximately 34 respondents): Respondents considered this
proposal to be providing essential and important services that are needed in the area
such as delivering affordability (social housing), creating much-needed health and
addition services (withdrawal management center) and creating community economic
opportunities (social enterprise center).

•

Overall building design (approximately 32 respondents): Respondents commended
the overall project design, with many appreciating the amenity spaces, particularly the
rooftop garden. Respondents also praised the building’s overall aesthetics and the
inclusion of indigenous and community art opportunities on site.

•

Benefit to neighbourhood affordability (approximately 28 respondents):
Respondents suggested that this type of development will help to keep housing prices
down and make it less likely that people will get priced out of the neighbourhood.

•

Density and scale (approximately 27 respondents): Respondents expressed support
for the density and scale of the project. Many individuals expressed a desire for more
height and an increased density, citing the location at a key intersection and the
opportunity to create more units.

Comments of Non-Support:
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•

Location (approximately 74 responses): Respondents were concerned with the
location of the proposed development, as well as its overall fit with the neighbourhood.
Many individuals were particularly concerned with the disproportionate amount of social
housing and community services being located within the Grandview-Woodland
neighbourhood. A number of respondents considered this project to be better located in
a more medical setting, particularly the new St. Pauls Hospital in the False Creek Flats.
Among those with concerns over the proposed location, many respondents considered
the facility’s uses, particularly the detox centre, to be a poor fit for a residential, family
oriented neighbourhood, particularly given its proximity to schools. Respondents also
suggested that this development will be detrimental to the overall character and wellbeing of the neighbourhood, with many individuals considering the size of the building
and its multi-purpose nature to be too much for the area. Respondents also expressed
concerns with the first come-first served nature of the sobering centre and suggested
that it will create line-ups outside the facility and cause stress and disruption for the
neighbourhood.
Some individuals also stated that the traffic, noise, and pollution created by the site’s
adjacent roads will make it an undesirable place for renters, as well as an unsafe place
for those struggling with addictions.
It was also suggested that the location lacks transit connections and access to
community amenities.

•

Building height (approximately 65 responses): Respondents considered the building
height and massing to be overwhelming and too much for the context, stating that, if
approved, it would cast shadows, obstruct views, and intrude on the privacy of
neighbouring properties. Respondents made various suggestions for the maximum
height appropriate for the site, generally ranging from 3-6 storeys.

•

Grandview-Woodland Community Plan (approximately 41 responses):
Respondents contended that the proposed rezoning application contravenes the
Council-approved Grandview-Woodland Community Plan, specifically with respect to the
Pace of Change, use of industrially zoned land, and the proposed building’s height,
density, and form.

•

Parking (approximately 40 responses): Respondents stated that the proposed
development lacks appropriate parking and will overwhelm on-street parking in the
neighbourhood. Many individuals consider the area to be already experiencing
significant on-street parking challenges.

•

Connection of detox services, social housing, and sobering centre (approximately
39 responses): Respondents were concerned with the clustering of detox services with
and sobering centre, and social housing, contending that combing these services in one
facility will further stigmatize social housing and those receiving addiction services. Many
individuals considered the project to be overly ambitious with too many services in one
place. It was suggested that spreading the services out would result in a better building,
improved services, and less community impact. It was also suggested that centralizing
so many vulnerable people in one location could lead to problems within the community.
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Respondents also questioned whether there is any precedent for combing services this
way.
•

The rezoning process (approximately 37 responses): Respondents were concerned
with the process for this rezoning application. Many individuals suggested that more
studies should take place prior to proceeding with this rezoning. Respondents asked for
more assessment on the potential impacts to community safety, as well as traffic and
crash volumes. It was also requested that a more thorough analysis be demonstrated
related to the selection of this location and the success rates of locating detox facilities
within residential areas. Many respondents felt as though the project is being fast
tracked without proper time being given to analysis and public consultation.
Those who responded also questioned project transparency and suggested that the
project’s communications materials downplayed the development’s more controversial
elements, such as the 24 hour sobering centre.
Respondents specifically requested more consultation in the design phase of the project,
with some individuals expressing concern that their feedback will not be properly
considered. It was also suggested that the aboriginal community is not being properly
consulted. Some individuals were also uncomfortable with the City’s role as both an
applicant and regulator and suggested that an independent regulator be involved.

•

Crime and neighbourhood safety (approximately 37 responses): Respondents
expressed concerns that the proposed detox, social housing, and transition beds will
increase incidences of crime and create unsafe conditions for children, women, and
families (both existing neighbourhood residents and families living in the proposed
development).

•

Unit mix (approximately 37 responses): Respondents expressed concerns that the
application contains too few 2-3 bedroom units for families.

•

Traffic and pedestrian safety (approximately 35 responses): Respondents were
concerned that the proposed development will further exacerbate safety issues with the
intersection of Clark Drive and East 1st Avenue and East 1st Avenue and McLean Drive
already being busy and dangerous areas. Many individuals suggested that locating a
treatment facility next to such a busy intersection could have dangerous consequences.

•

Building design (approximately 34 responses): Respondents disliked the building
design, stating that the overall architectural style is unfitting of the neighbourhood, has
an institutional look, or will further contribute to stigmatizing social housing residents or
those seeking treatment.

•

Increased traffic congestion (approximately 30 responses): Respondents expressed
concern that the development could contribute to an increase in traffic congestion,
particularly along Clark and McLean Drive, East 1st Avenue, and Gravely Street, as well
as in the lane to the north of the site. Individuals suggested that East 1st Avenue and
Clark Drive are already busy streets and that locating parking access at the lane will
increase traffic congestion along Gravely Street. Respondents also suggested that
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accessing the lane will be difficult as left hand turns from Clark and McLean Drive can be
challenging given existing traffic conditions.
•

Withdrawal and detox uses (approximately 26 responses): Respondents were
concerned with including a detox facility as part of this project, with many individuals
suggesting that such services are inappropriate for a residential neighbourhood. Some
respondents also questioned the effectiveness of detox facilities in general.

•

The loss of rental units/existing homes (approximately 15 responses):
Respondents were concerned with the displacement of long-term affordable rental units.

•

Affordability (approximately 12 responses): Respondents were concerned with the
level of affordability being offered by the proposed facility’s housing units, with many
individuals troubled by the City’s definition of affordable housing. Some respondents
questioned the City using HILS rates to set affordability levels and suggested that rates
should be more closely tied to welfare or pension rates.

•

The protection of industrial land (approximately 11 responses): Respondents were
concerned with the proposed development’s use of industrial lands with some individuals
suggesting that social enterprise is an inappropriate use of industrial areas.

The following miscellaneous comments were received from the public (note: these were topics
were not ranked as the above).
Comments of support:
• The number of proposed parking spaces is adequate.
• The provision of transition beds is a good thing.
• The social enterprise space will have positive benefits.
• Combining housing and detox services is an effective model.
• Support for the provision of public art – even more could be considered.
• The proposed development meets the guidelines set out in the Grandview-Woodland
Community Plan.
• The proposed development aligns with the City’s Housing and Healthy City Strategies.
• This project will get those who need affordable housing out of the DTES and into a safe
and well serviced neighbourhood.
Comments of non-support:
• Proposal lacks community space/amenities.
• Excessive parking is provided.
• Would like to see improved transportation connections/infrastructure.
• Concerns with the loss of greenspace at East 1st Avenue and Clark Drive.
• Concerned with the closure of existing treatment facilities.
• Not supportive of social housing in this area.
• The project will set a precedent for subsequent larger development in the area.
• The proposal is providing too many housing units.
• Concerns with disruptions caused by the construction process.
• The proposed development will lower neighbours property values.
• The proposed development lacks sustainability initiatives.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

This is an inappropriate place for family housing.
The development should not include a sobering centre.
The applicant must ensure there is an appropriate tenant relocation plan in place for
existing tenants.
The applicant will be unable to properly maintain the facility and it will become a burden
on the community.
The proposed development will make neighbouring home owners vulnerable to sunk
costs.
Vancouver Coastal Health does not have a successful track record for providing detox
facilities.
Project doesn't fit vibe of commercial drive.
Proposed rezoning disregards the character and fabric of the neighbourhood

Other comments/suggestions/recommendations:
• The development should include more housing units
• A community process should be developed to help monitor the facility.
• The proposed development should prioritize research and the creation of a teaching
space.
• More detox spaces could be provided.
• More bicycle parking on site
• The facility could include year round shelter spaces.
• A rooftop deck could be provided.
• The facility could include a safe injection site.
• The development could support a pharmacy on site.
• It is important that the social housing and health centre prioritize Indigenous people
when possible.
• East Vancouver must be affordable for working class people to ensure that true diversity
remains in the neighbourhood.
• There is already a significant amount of drug activity in the area - residents will be
exposed to drug use at the facility site.
• Building should be not next to a new condo development.
• A location such as Broadway and Commercial is a far more suitable location for such a
facility.
• Similar sized facilities aren’t being proposed in Shaughnessy or Point Grey.

*****
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1636 Clark Drive and 1321-1395 East 1st Avenue
TENANT AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT SUMMARY
Existing On-site Tenant Engagement
The policies in the Tenant Relocation and Protection Policy and Guideline, 2015 (TRPPG) are
intended to supplement the Residential Tenancy Act. Through the agreed-upon MOU (May 2,
2018), the City will coordinate a Tenant Relocation Plan (TRP) in accordance with TRPPG.
In early 2018, City staff and BC Housing began communicating (in writing and in person) with
existing renters on the intent to redevelop the lands. Staff shared information on the details of
the project and partnership between BC Housing, Vancouver Coastal Health and the City. The
information included BC Housing’s social housing programs and the TRPPG. Further, renters
were given points of contact at the City to coordinate one-on-one follow-up meetings and
through the fall of 2018, City staff met with the renters to support and better understand their
housing needs.
Table: Existing Rental Units
Total Number of Units (occupied and
unoccupied)
Number of occupied units
Number of unoccupied units

18 units
13 units
5 units

Currently, 22 tenants are eligible for the TRP, as we move forward with the project, as more
information becomes available, we will monitor and update as necessary.
Table: Existing rental rates
Unit type
1 BR
2 BR
Duplex
Single Family Home

Average rental rate
$817
$1045
$800
$1,660

Table: Relocation Plan Components
Draft Tenant Relocation Offer
Notification period
The City will exceed the required minimum two months’ notice period,
through a written letter and confirmation of letter receipt.
Compensation per
Compensation will be a lump sum payment, free rent or a combination
unit
of both, for the tenant listed on the tenancy agreement. Compensation
per unit in the policy are listed as:
•
2 months’ rent – tenancies up to 5 years
•
3 months’ rent – tenancies between 5 – 10 years
•
4 months’ rent – tenancies over 10 years
•
6 months’ rent for tenancies over 20 years
Notification
Tenants were sent two letters from the City describing the project and
potential timeline for tenant relocation, which is well before the start of
any notice period. City staff held two general meetings, to inform tenants
on the proposed redevelopment and tenant relocation plan and answer
any questions.
Moving Expenses
Payouts will be provided, at a rate of
• 1 bedroom at $750 per household
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Assistance in Finding
Alternate
Accommodation

Right of First Refusal

Additional Support
for Special
Circumstances

• 2 or more bedrooms at $1,000 per household
The City will be utilizing partner resources from BC Housing and the
City’s own managed housing stock to help broaden the search for
suitable and alternate accommodations for displaced tenants. City staff
have been added as resources, assigned as points of contact for tenant
questions and concerns, to help understand tenant needs, and
communicate alternate accommodation. Staff members have and will
continue to meet with tenants in person, over the phone and via email.
Since this is a BC Housing owned social housing project with specific
income limits, tenants will need to be income tested to be eligible to live
in the new project. If tenants are eligible, they will be offered a right of
first refusal in the new project, once complete.
• Additional support for special circumstances (e.g. seniors,
persons with disabilities, very low income, mental health issues,
etc), which could include identifying at least one alternate
accommodation option within 10% of the tenants current rent, if
the tenant has a low income and is paying significantly lower
than CMHC average rent for the area; and,
• Additional financial compensation or support, such as partnering
with health organizations and other non-profit services, may be
requested for vulnerable tenants (e.g. seniors, persons with
disabilities, tenants with low income, mental health issues, etc).
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1.0

Executive Summary

The Province of British Columbia, through BC Housing and Vancouver Coastal Health, and the
City of Vancouver have a memorandum of understanding to provide 60-100 units of affordable
housing, a withdrawal management centre, and social enterprise space through a proposed
mixed-use development. The redevelopment is proposed on City-owned land at 1636 Clark
Drive and 1321-1395 East 1st Avenue and requires a rezoning.
The following report outlines the engagement activities conducted by the applicant team from
May 2018 (time of rezoning application submission) to present. All engagement activities prior to
this, which included a neighbourhood canvass, pre-application open house and community
meetings have been captured under a separate report which was submitted to the City of
Vancouver in May 2018 as part of the formal rezoning application.
Engagement has included a business and resident canvass, engagement events with
community and stakeholder groups and tenants 2, one-on-one correspondence and phone
discussions, and communications materials to support engagement activities. The format for the
engagement events included presentations with Q & As, focus groups, phone calls, emails and
informal discussions.
On May 30 and 31, 2018 members of the applicant team canvassed the businesses and
residents surrounding the project site. These canvasses were intended to invite residents and
businesses to the City-led open house 3 and identify any questions residents/businesses may
have had.
The applicant team engaged with many community and stakeholder groups leading up to and
following the City-led open house on June 11, 2018:
• Rising Star Co-op
• Strathcona Business Improvement Association
• Grandview-Woodland Advisory Council
• Community 1st
• RainCity Housing
• Grandview-Woodland Area Services Team
• Hastings North (East Village) Business Improvement Association
• Co:Here Housing Group
• Vancouver Community College Practical Nursing Program
• Downtown Vancouver Business Improvement Association
• Co:Here Housing Community
• British Columbia Centre on Substance Use
• Metro Vancouver Aboriginal Executive Council
• Vancouver Coastal Health Focus Groups
• Current tenants of the proposed site
• Residents and businesses surrounding the project site
• Members of the public who contacted communityrelations@bchousing.org

Note the City of Vancouver has been solely responsible for outreach with existing tenants. General details
about this engagement are included; however, the City of Vancouver staff are leading this initiative.
3 As this was a City-led initiative, results are not included in this report.
2
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A project website is hosted on BC Housing’s homepage and includes an email for enquiries.
Feedback directed to the applicant team has been referred to the City and a high-level summary
has been included in this report.

2.0

Introduction

This report provides an overview of the engagement activities for the Clark and 1st mixed-use
proposal that were conducted by the applicant team from the time of the application submission
to present.
The applicant team engaged with the community through various events and forums between
May and September 2018, including: a business and resident canvass, engagement events with
community, stakeholder groups and tenants, email correspondence, focus groups, information
sessions, phone calls, and communications materials.
The following report provides a summary of the community engagement details, including:
• An executive summary of the engagement;
• A detailed summary of the business and resident canvass;
• Details on the engagement events with community and stakeholder groups;
• A summary of engagement undertaken by Vancouver Coastal Health;
• A summary of the email correspondence received via the applicant team’s email
address;
• A description of the communications materials used; and,
• Appendices that include the canvass area, the notification flyer, a presentation used at
community and stakeholder meetings and the Vancouver Coastal Health Engagement
Summary.

3.0

Business and Resident Canvass

Brook Pooni Associates conducted a business and residential canvass over the course of two
days, Wednesday, May 30, 2018 and Thursday, May 31, 2018. Businesses on Clark Drive and
Commercial Drive and residences within a 4 to 5 block radius surrounding the project site were
canvassed.
The canvass route and project site are identified in Appendix A.
The City’s notification flyer for the City-led open house on June 11, 2018 was shared with
businesses and residents during the canvass. The invitation contained information about the
project and the rezoning application, where to find more information, and the contact information
for the project’s Rezoning Planner.
When contact was made with a business or resident, canvassers articulated that they
represented the applicant team. The canvassers conducted informal conversations about the
project, invited residents and businesses to the upcoming open house, and distributed the
notification flyer.
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The notification can be found in Appendix B.
Business Canvass
Businesses were canvassed on Clark Drive between William Street to the north, and Grandview
Highway to the south. The applicant team also canvassed businesses on Commercial Drive
between William Street to the north and East 5th Avenue to the south.
A total of 115 businesses were provided information about the upcoming open house. In
general, most businesses on Commercial Drive received he information with little concern. Two
businesses indicated a high level of support and requested more information. These businesses
were contacted at a later date. Along Clark Drive, a few businesses expressed concerns and
others received the information.
The canvassers discussed a potential special meeting with Clark Drive businesses; however,
little interest was shown. Businesses either expressed an issue with the timing of the event or
simply were not interested.
Residential Canvass
A total of 314 houses were canvassed. Of the 314 residences canvassed, the applicant team
was able to conduct conversations with 120 residents.
Feedback included a number of themes, such as;
• Interest in attending the upcoming open house;
• Interest in learning more about the project in general;
• Comments on the height and density of the project;
• Comments on the social housing component;
• Comments expressing a concentration of social housing in the neighbourhood;
• Comments about the withdrawal management centre;
• Comments about the need for affordable housing/treatment facilities; and,
• Comments on existing crime and drug use in the neighbourhood.
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4.0

Community & Stakeholder Group Engagement

A number of community and stakeholder groups were contacted as part of the applicant team’s
outreach. The following section provides an overview of the engagement that was undertaken.

4.1 Rising Star Co-op
Event Details
Date: Friday, June 1, 2018
Time: 11:30 am to 1:30 pm
Location: Hon Sushi, 201-4361 Kingsway, Burnaby
Attendees
Emme Lee, Development Manager, BC Housing
Andy Longhurst, Board of Directors, Rising Star Co-op
Event Description
In response to email correspondence received May 18, 2018 from Rising Star Co-op, a one-onone meeting was arranged at a restaurant between a Board Member of Rising Star Co-op and
BC Housing.
Discussion Summary
• General support for the proposal and discussion that other co-ops would be similarly
supportive;
• Comments encouraging as much affordability as possible;
• Comment supportive of maximizing the amount of affordable housing on site and
encouraging of increased density; and,
• Comments supportive of the community engagement process.

4.2 Strathcona Area Business Improvement Association (BIA)
Event Details
Date: Friday, June 1, 2018
Time: 3:30 pm to 5:00 pm
Location: Strathcona BIA Office, 1220 East Hastings Street
Applicant Team Attendees
Emme Lee, Development Manager, BC Housing
Bonnie Wilson, Director, Vancouver Coastal Health
Dan Watson, Planner, Brook Pooni Associates
City of Vancouver Staff Attendees
Zak Zawaduk, Planning Assistant, City of Vancouver
Strathcona BIA Attendees
Executive Director Joji Kumagai attended the meeting along with three other staff members.
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Event Description
Applicant team attendees gave an overview of the project, including details on the withdrawal
management centre, housing, and social enterprise and was followed by a Q & A.
Discussion Summary
• Support was expressed for the project and the proposed uses;
• Discussion of how the site was selected;
• Questions about the differences between the proposed withdrawal management centre
and the current detox on East 2nd Avenue;
• Questions about whether the program would include services for people with alcohol
dependency, a supervised injection site, and the provision of clean opioids;
• Questions about the site’s permitted uses, whether the social enterprise would include
retail or a brewery;
• Questions about the rents of the residential units, and the predicted income mix;
• Support for the process and the proposed timeline;
• Support was expressed for Temporary Modular Housing in the area and the positive
impact it has had on the community; and,
• Support for the inclusion of public art.
Additional follow up to outstanding questions was provided via email with specifics pertaining to
affordability and a suggestion to provide free Wi-Fi to residents.

4.3 Grandview-Woodland Area Council (GWAC)
Event Details
Date: Monday, June 4, 2018
Time: 7:00 pm to 9:00 pm
Location: Learning Resources Centre Britannia Library, 1661 Napier Street
Applicant Team Attendees
James Forsyth, Regional Director, BC Housing
Emme Lee, Development Manager, BC Housing
Bonnie Wilson, Director, Vancouver Coastal Health
Smadar Levinson, Manager, Vancouver Coastal Health
Ulrich Geissler, Senior Project Design Architect, HDR | CEI Architects
Blaire Chisholm, Vice President, Brook Pooni Associates
Dan Watson, Planner, Brook Pooni Associates
Constable Mike Bradshaw, Vancouver Police Department (Applicant Team Guest)
City of Vancouver Staff Attendees
Mary Clare Zak, Managing Director, Social Policy and Projects, City of Vancouver
Allison Dunnet, Senior Planner, Affordable Housing Policy and Projects, City of Vancouver
Yardley McNeill, Senior Planner, City of Vancouver
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Event Description
The applicant team reached out to the GWAC Board and was invited to present at one of
GWAC’s monthly community forums. The meeting was attended by approximately 20 members
of the community and members of the GWAC Board. The meeting was facilitated by Dana
Cromie of GWAC. The applicant team gave a presentation on the project which included an
overview, and information about the withdrawal management centre, housing, and social
enterprise. A Q & A followed.
See Appendix C for a copy of the stakeholder presentation.
Discussion Summary
• Questions on the site’s location;
• Questions on the neighbourhood impacts;
• Comments and questions on the scale of the proposal and the proposed uses;
• Comments on the need for addiction treatment facilities in general;
• Questions about the current detox centre on East 2nd Avenue;
• Questions on how traffic management would be implemented;
• Discussion on the affordability of the residential units and who would be eligible;
• Questions on policies that apply to the site;
• Questions on the proposal’s timeline; and,
• Comments on the proposal in relation to the existing neighbourhood character.
A detailed Q & A document was prepared by the applicant team following the meeting listing
questions that were asked by GWAC forum attendees and providing additional answers. The Q
& A document was sent GWAC following the meeting and placed on the City’s rezoning website
and the BC Housing project website.

4.4 Community 1st
Event Details
Date: Thursday, June 7, 2018
Time: 7:00 pm to 9:00 pm
Location: Prado Café, 1938 Commercial Drive
Applicant Team Attendees
James Forsyth, Regional Director, BC Housing
Emme Lee, Development Manager, BC Housing
Bonnie Wilson, Director, Vancouver Coastal Health
Smadar Levinson, Manager, Vancouver Coastal Health
Ulrich Geissler, Senior Project Design Architect, HDR | CEI Architects
Alex Raymundo, Intern Architect, HDR | CEI Architecture
Blaire Chisholm, Vice President, Brook Pooni Associates
Dan Watson, Planner, Brook Pooni Associates
Ian Upton, Vancouver Police Department (Guest of Applicant Team)
City Staff Attendees
Sarah Crowley, Rezoning Planner, City of Vancouver
Abi Bond, Managing Director, Affordable Housing, City of Vancouver
Allison Dunnet, Senior Planner, Affordable Housing, City of Vancouver
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Mary Clare Zak, Managing Director, Social Policy and Projects, City of Vancouver
Zak Zawaduk, Planning Assistant, City of Vancouver
Event Description
Members of the Community 1st group requested a meeting with the applicant team. The
applicant team arranged a meeting at Prado Café on Commercial Drive. Approximately 35
members of the Community 1st group attended the event. Participants exceeded the venue
capacity and a few who were unable to be accommodated were invited to the open house which
took place the following Monday.
James Forsyth of BC Housing and Bonnie Wilson of Vancouver Coastal Health gave a
presentation which included a project overview and information on the withdrawal management
centre, affordable housing, and social enterprise. A Q & A followed the presentation, facilitated
by Blaire Chisholm of Brook Pooni Associates.
Discussion Summary
• Questions about the site’s location;
• Discussion about the proposal’s impact to the neighbourhood;
• Comments on the scale of the proposal and the proposed uses;
• Questions about how the proposal will address traffic and parking;
• Questions on the eligibility requirements of the residential units;
• Discussion about the community engagement process; and,
• Questions and comments on the proposal’s timeline.
A detailed Q & A document was prepared by the applicant team after the meeting which listed
questions asked at the meeting and provided additional information. This document has been
sent to Community 1st following the meeting and placed on the City’s rezoning website and the
BC Housing project website.

4.5 RainCity Housing
Event Details
Date: Friday, June 8, 2018
Time: 1:30 pm to 2:00 pm
City of Vancouver Staff Attendees
Jasmine Tranter, Planner, Affordable Housing
Bob Moss, Social Planner, Homelessness Services
RainCity Housing Attendees
Bill Briscall, Communications Manager
Ash Healey, Manager
Event Description
The City of Vancouver staff team members held a conference call with RainCity Housing staff,
who operate a temporary shelter at East 1st Avenue and Commercial Drive. Attendees
discussed the project components and timeline and RainCity staff shared their insight based on
their experience in the neighbourhood.
Discussion Summary
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RainCity indicated a fluctuation of community support throughout the period of time during
which they operated the temporary shelter;
The factors in community support were attributed to a change in their operational model and
the personal relationships with the neighbours;
RainCity shared how businesses fluctuated in their level support and how some that were
initially opposed to the project and are now in support; and,
RainCity highlighted the importance of consistent messaging and clearly communicating
changes in operations and the creation of a community advisory to share information.

4.6 People with Lived Experience (PWLE) Advisory Committee on Mental Health and
Substance Use
Meeting #1
Event Details
Date: Wednesday, June 20, 2018
Time: 2:00 pm to 3:30 pm
Location: Woodwards Heritage Building, 111 W. Hastings Street
City of Vancouver Staff Attendees
Dianna Hurford, Senior Planner, Social Policy and Projects
Zakary Zawaduk, Planning Assistant, Social Policy and Projects
Event Description
The applicant team met with the PWLE Advisory Committee for June 20, 2018. The meeting
included a presentation on the proposal and a Q & A followed.
Discussion Summary
• Comments on the current wait time for access to withdrawal services;
• Suggestions to include peers to increase success of the treatment services;
• A comment that the proposed number of transitional beds may be insufficient to meet
demand;
• Comments on the current traffic conditions at the project site;
• Questions about the withdrawal management centre programming;
• Questions about the proposed withdrawal management centre reducing wait times and
meeting the current demand for these services; and,
• Support was expressed for the project and the proposed mix of uses.
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Meeting #2
Event Details
Date: Friday, August 3, 2018
Time: 3:00 pm to 4:00 pm
Location: Woodwards Heritage Building, 111 W. Hastings Street
Applicant Team Attendees
Smadar Levinson, Manager, Vancouver Coastal Health
City of Vancouver Staff Attendees
Dianna Hurford, Senior Planner, Social Policy and Projects
Zakary Zawaduk, Planning Assistant, Social Policy and Projects
Event Description
A follow up meeting was arranged with members of PWLE where additional details were
discussed.
Discussion Summary
• Comments regarding the proposed withdrawal management centres impact on current
access to services;
• Suggestions for the withdrawal management centre services such as including peer
support, alternative experiences of healing, ensuring no gap in service and providing
non-stigmatized environments;
• Questions about the withdrawal management centres capacity and programming;
• Suggestions to include space in building for smudging, access to nature, healing plants;
• Suggestions that the social enterprise space be a space of healing; and,
• The suggestion that the PWLE should be involved in conversations in the community
where this service may be stigmatized.

4.7 Grandview-Woodland Area Services Team (GWAST)
Event Details
Date: Tuesday, June 26, 2018
Time: 11:30 am to 1:00 pm
Location: Britannia Community Centre, 1664 Napier Street
Applicant Team Attendees
James Forsyth, Regional Director, BC Housing
Smadar Levinson, Manager, Vancouver Coastal Health
Dan Watson, Planner, Brook Pooni Associates
City of Vancouver Staff Attendees
Sarah Crowley, Rezoning Planner, City of Vancouver
Jasmine Tranter, Planner, Affordable Housing, City of Vancouver
GWAST Attendees
Ian Marcuse, Co-Chair, Community Food Developer, Grandview Woodland Food Connection
Cynthia Low, Executive Director, Britannia Community Services Society
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Natalia Izzo Manzano, Project Co-ordinator, Brightside Community Homes Foundation
Simeon Pang, Crossroads Program Director, Grandview Calvary Baptist Church
Chris Keough, Manager, Community Services and Outreach, The Kettle Friendship Centre
Society
Pauline Preston, Branch Head, Vancouver Public Library, Britannia Branch
Dexter McMillan, Engagement and Outreach Co-ordinator, REACH Community Health Centre
Susan Moore, Regional Mentor, BC Association of Community Response Networks
Event Description
The GWAST is a network of social service providers/organizations in the Grandview Woodland
area. The GWAST requested a meeting with the applicant team through the City’s rezoning
team. James Forsyth from BC Housing and Smadar Levinson from Vancouver Coastal Health
gave a presentation on the proposal, including information on the withdrawal management
centre, housing, and social enterprise. A Q & A followed.
Discussion Summary
• Questions about the proposed location and the neighbourhood context;
• Questions about the withdrawal management centre programs;
• Questions about the rent for the residential units;
• Questions about the proposal’s timeline;
• Discussion regarding the eligibility requirements for the housing;
• Questions about who would be the non-profit housing provider; and,
• General support for the proposal and proposed uses.

4.8 Neighbourhood Outreach
Event Details
Date: Thursday, August 2, 2018
Time: 5:15 pm
Location: 1636 Clark Drive and 1321-1395 East 1st Avenue
Applicant Team Attendees
Emme Lee, Development Manager, BC Housing
Event Description
On July 23, 2018 a neighbourhood resident reached out to the applicant team via the
communityrelations@bchousing.org email address in relation to geotechnical surveying
performed on the project site. A BC Housing applicant team member and the resident met for
one-on-one on August 2, 2018 to discuss the geotechnical surveying work.
Discussion Summary
• The geotechnical surveying work and the project timeline; and,
• The potential for a future engagement opportunity expected to be arranged with
neighbourhood residents about exterior landscaping.
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4.9 Co:Here Housing Community
Event Details
Date: Tuesday, August 21, 2018
Time: 7:00 pm to 9:00 pm
Location: Co:Here, 1723 Victoria Drive, Vancouver
Applicant Team Attendees
James Forsyth, Regional Director, BC Housing
Emme Lee, Development Manager, BC Housing
Tarnjit McCauley, Clinical Director, Capital Projects, Vancouver Coastal Health
Dan Watson, Planner, Brook Pooni Associates
City of Vancouver Staff Attendees
Jasmine Tranter, Planner, Affordable Housing, City of Vancouver
Event Description
The event was attended by approximately 25 residents and church members from the Co:Here
Housing community. The objective of the meeting was to present proposal details, gather insight
from Co:Here’s development process, and address any questions. The event included a
presentation by James Forsyth from BC Housing, and Tarnjit McCauley from Vancouver Coastal
Health. The presentation was followed by a Q & A.
Discussion Summary
• Questions on the relationship between the proposal’s mix of uses;
• Questions about the level of community support for the project;
• Comments and questions on the design and landscaping of the building, and it’s integration
with the neighbourhood;
• Comments on the limitations and problems with the current Vancouver Detox facility and
withdrawal services in general;
• Comments regarding issues with the existing facility’s number of male versus female beds
and long wait times;
• Questions about the future status of the other treatment facilities in Vancouver;
• Comments in support of the Surrey Creekside Withdrawal Management Centre;
• Comments in support for the proposed withdrawal management centre, and the short term
transitional bed program;
• Questions about the proposed withdrawal management centre programming and capacity,
such as the process and length of time of treatment;
• Questions about the treatment plan in place after the patients leave the withdrawal
management centre;
• Questions about how the proposed facility will impact the current level of care given to
patients;
• Questions regarding the proposed withdrawal management centre on fulfilling the current
demand and shortening the current wait times;
• Comments about the importance of having a diversity of patients in treatment programs;
• Comments about the current conditions of living in a treatment or aftercare facility;
• Questions about the academic research and teaching hub;
• Questions about the access of services and who will be provided treatment;
• Questions regarding how to properly address ensuring making LGBTQ welcome at the
facility;
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Questions about where more information can be accessed on the proposed withdrawal
management centre;
Comments in support for the affordable housing and the need for more in general;
Questions about whether some people will be given priority to rent the units;
Questions about the targeted social mix or income ranges and the diversity of residents;
Questions about the rental rates, how these rates are decided and how can the community
provide input on this;
Questions about how the proposal can support greater affordability;
Comments on the problems with existing affordable housing and how rates are determined;
Question about the programming of the affordable housing and how it will be funded;
Comments about the difficulty of living on social programs;
Comments about how the community can contribute to bringing more funding to the
proposal, such as through provincial or federal assistance;
Comments about the social mix, income mix, and diversity in housing in general; and,
Questions about how the Co:Here community can further support the project.

4.10 British Columbia Centre on Substance Use (BCCSU)
Event Details
Date: Wednesday, August 29, 2018
Time: 3:00 pm to 4:00 pm
Location: The Uncommon Café, 477 Powell Street
BCCSU Attendees
Michelle Bridgeman, Clinical Research Associate
Alex Collins, Research Assistant
Taylor Fleming, Qualitative Research Coordinator
Applicant Team Attendees
Emme Lee, Development Manager, BC Housing
Dan Watson, Planner, Brook Pooni Associates
Event Description
Applicant team members met with staff from the BCCSU to discuss project details.
Discussion Summary
• Current research and best practices in reducing substance use stigma;
• The relationship between housing, health and wellness; and,
• Additional resources that may inform the proposal.
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5.0

Tenant Engagement

BC Housing and City staff have communicated early and often with renters, to let them know
about the intention to rezone and, if successful with the rezoning, plans to redevelop. Renters
were given a primary contact person at the City to ask questions about the project and the
tenant relocation plan.
In February, 2018, city staff and BC Housing met with available tenants to explain the proposed
redevelopment project and answer any early questions or concerns they may have. After the
rezoning application was submitted in May, 2019, a follow-up meeting occurred in June, 2018 to
explain the support that would be provided through the tenant relocation process. Additional
one-on-one meetings were offered to all tenants and in September, 2018, City staff met one-onone with tenants to complete a needs assessment. The needs assessment is meant to help
develop a Tenant Relocation Plan that is tailored to the needs of the tenants.
Aside from the meetings held for the renters through the Tenant Relocation Protection
requirements, notifications for the community open house were sent to the renters at 1st and
Clark.

6.0

Indigenous Engagement

6.1 Metro Vancouver Aboriginal Executive Council (MVAEC)
Event Details
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2018
Time: 9:30 am to 11:00 am
Location: MVAEC Office, 1607 E Hastings Street
MVAEC Attendees
Kevin Barlow, Chief Executive Officer
Rocky James, Community Engagement & Policy Analyst
Applicant Team Attendees
James Forsyth, Regional Director, BC Housing
Emme Lee, Development Manager, BC Housing
Ulrich Geissler, Senior Project Design Architect, HDR | CEI Architects
Blaire Chisholm, Vice President and Senior Planner, Brook Pooni Associates
Dan Watson, Planner, Brook Pooni Associates
City of Vancouver Staff Attendees
Sarah Crowley, Rezoning Planner, City of Vancouver
Dianna Hurford, Senior Planner, Social Policy and Projects, City of Vancouver
Lillian Mah, Project Manager for Facilities Planning, City of Vancouver
Patrick Chan, Development Planner, City of Vancouver
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Event Description
This meeting included an overview of the proposal by the applicant team and a presentation
from Ulrich Geissler of HDR | CEI on the design.
Discussion Summary
• An overview of housing and wellness;
• Details about the programming for the social enterprise component;
• Discussion on how to make the building representative and inclusive of urban
Indigenous people and design principles;
• Comments on concepts of Indigenous design including ceremonial functions, art, murals,
service delivery models, entranceways, and the suggestion to include a sweat lodge and
opportunities for smudging;
• Discussion regarding affordability levels in the proposal; and,
• Information on local sourcing opportunities for trades and labour.

6.2 Ongoing Engagement
All partners are committed to ensuring Indigenous health and wellness as part of this project.
The City will continue to work with the Metro Vancouver Aboriginal Executive Council and its
members on the overall project as well as directly on the functional program and business
model for the social enterprise. City staff will also consult with the Urban Indigenous Peoples
Advisory Committee as appropriate.
Vancouver Coastal Health and the Indigenous Health and Wellness division will continue to
seek best practice for programming and design of the site.
BC Housing will also seek to engage an Indigenous advisor for informing the overall project.
This ongoing engagement will continue to inform the proposal.
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7.0

Vancouver Coastal Health Engagement

7.1 Vancouver Coastal Health Internal and External Stakeholders
Vancouver Coastal Health liaises regularly with a range of internal and external stakeholder
groups to inform the proposal, including the design, programming, and operations of the
proposed facility. Groups engaged by VCH included:
• Providence Health Care
• BC Centre for Substance Use
• Vancouver Division of Family Practice
• Turning Point Recovery
• Together We Can
• Chrysalis Society
• Central City Care
• Atira Housing
This ongoing engagement will continue to inform the proposal.

7.2 Focus Groups
Vancouver Coastal Health held five focus groups with 23 individuals encompassing a range of
gender orientations and ages who have had experience or knowledge of a detox facility. These
meetings provided an opportunity to explore how to best make the site and the services work for
the people who use them. Focus groups addressed features in facility design, asking
participants questions such as “what makes an addiction services facility welcoming,
comfortable, and safe?”
Sessions were held at the following times and with distinct groups to improve accessibility and
inclusiveness:
• Youth group – Friday, April 6, 2018
• Women’s group – Saturday, April 7, 2018
• Trans group – Monday, April 9
• General group – Tuesday, April 10, and Wednesday, April 11
The participants provided their perspectives, ideas and feedback for a client focused detox
centre. This input will be provided to the facility design team to make the facility as welcoming,
safe, comfortable and barrier-free as possible.
Feedback
Feedback addressed how the design could create the feeling of safety or a welcoming
atmosphere. Suggested items included an easily accessible outdoor garden spaces, handrails
and wide halls for accessibility, computer/phone access, a library, individual rooms and
bathrooms, and a meditation room. Attendees also suggested the use of organic and soft
materials, with rounded edges on furniture or counters and the use of glass to create openness
and light penetration.
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Feedback also addressed how treatment programs could be improved. Suggestions included
how upon entering the facility the client would be offered food and drink, pajamas and personal
hygiene items, cleaning and safe storage of personal items, friendly staff to assist with treatment
options and how the staff would ask about the client’s preferred pronouns. Attendees also
suggested that they would like to have more input into their own treatment program.
For a copy of the Vancouver Coastal Health Engagement Summary see Appendix D.

8.0

Additional Outreach

8.1 Vancouver Community College Practical Nursing Program (VCC PNP)
Brook Pooni Associates reached out to the Department Head for VCC PNP on behalf of the
applicant team by phone in August 2018 and have been communicating regarding a potential
meeting or workshop in the fall of 2018. Details will be confirmed at a later date.

8.2 Hastings North (East Village) Business Improvement Association (BIA)
Brook Pooni Associates reached out to the Hastings North (East Village) BIA on the phone in
August 2018. The BIA’s Executive Director had said that they reviewed the material and would
follow up with the BIA’s Board at the next opportunity.

8.3 Downtown Vancouver Business Improvement Association (DVBIA)
Brook Pooni Associates reached out via email on August 9, 2018 to the DVBIA to discuss the
project in more detail. Through subsequent correspondence, the DVBIA has said they are
communicating internally and will follow up in the fall.
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9.0

Project Website and Email Correspondence

BC Housing has maintained a project information website since shortly after the partnership was
announced. The URL for this website is www.bchousing.org/1st-clark. The website includes
details on the proposal and has been updated with information as available, including the open
house invitations, project newsletter, open house display boards, and Q & A responses from
GWAC and Community 1st meetings.
The contact email, communityrelations@bchousing.org has been shared during engagement
events and on the initial communications materials. The contact email for this application at the
City, 1636_Clark_Drive_Rezoning@vancouver.ca, has been shared on communications
materials such as the project newsletter after the rezoning application was submitted.
Since the application was submitted on May 2, 2018 a total of 33 respondents submitted
correspondence to the BC Housing email address as well to Vancouver Coastal Health.
BC Housing and members of the applicant team responded to a number of questions and
comments and referred respondents to the City’s rezoning email to provide comments directly to
rezoning staff.
Email Feedback Summary
• Questions and comments regarding the site’s location;
• Comments on the scale of the project;
• Questions about the amenities and public space;
• Questions and comments on the proposal’s impact on traffic and parking;
• Comments on the proposal’s impact on neighbourhood views;
• Comments regarding the proposal’s fit into the neighbourhood context;
• Questions and comments on the City’s rezoning process;
• Comments on the potential for the proposal to include more units;
• Comments on the need for more below-market housing;
• Comments on the need for an increase in withdrawal management services available;
• Comments regarding the potential inclusion of more family-friendly units;
• Questions inquiring into the division of project costs between the partners;
• Comments and questions on the community engagement process; and,
• Comments on the proposal’s mix of uses.
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10.0 Outreach Calls/Invitations
In the week leading up to the City-led open house on June 11, 2018, the applicant team notified
a variety of stakeholders, providing an email invitation to attend the open house.
• Coast Mental Health
• RainCity Housing
• BC Non-Profit Housing Association
• MPA Society
• Community Builders
• Lookout Housing and Health Society
• Street to Home
• PHS Community Services Society
• Mount Pleasant Neighbourhood House
• Metro Vancouver Aboriginal Executive Council
• Vancouver Aboriginal Friendship Centre Society
• Native Youth Health and Wellness Centre
• Vancouver Native Housing Society
• Pacific Association of First Nations Women
• Urban Aboriginal Peoples Advisory Committee
• Lu'ma Native Housing Society
• Vancouver Aboriginal Community Policing Centre
• ACCESS (Aboriginal Community Career Employment Services Society) Future
• Grandview Woodland Area Council
• Kettle Friendship Centre Society
• Britannia Community Service Centre
• Grandview Calvary Baptist Church
• Landlord BC
• Embers
• Grandview Woodland Community Policing Centre
• City of Vancouver Renters Advisory committee
• Vancouver School Board
• Strathcona BIA
• Commercial Drive BIA
• Grandview Woodland Area Council
• Community 1st
• Grandview Elementary Parent Teacher Advisory Committee
• REACH Community Health Centre
• Recovery Club (Alcoholics Anonymous)
• Providence Health Care
• BC Centre for Substance Use
• Vancouver Division of Family Practice
• The Salvation Army
• VGH-UBC Foundation
• Pacifica Treatment Centre
• Turning Point Recovery
• Together We Can
• Chrysalis Society
• Central City Care
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•
•
•

Atira Housing
VCH Community Advisory Group
Megaphone

Individuals who gave contact information during the engagement were also notified.

11.0 Newsletter
The applicant team developed a newsletter for distribution at various engagement events
including the City-led open house. The newsletter contains updated information on the proposal
details, the proposed location, anticipated timeline, contact information and the project website
address, and a detailed section on frequently asked questions. The frequently asked questions
were compiled from feedback received during prior engagement.
See Appendix E for a copy of the newsletter.
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12.0 Appendices
Appendix A: Canvass Area
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Appendix B: Notification Flyer
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Appendix C: Presentation
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Appendix D: Vancouver Coastal Health Focus Group Engagement Summary
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Appendix E: Newsletter
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1636 Clark Drive and 1321-1395 East 1st Avenue
FORM OF DEVELOPMENT
For a complete set of application drawings visit:
https://rezoning.vancouver.ca/applications/1636clark/index.htm
Site Plan

South Elevation
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North Elevation

East Elevation
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West Elevation

Building Cross Section From East 1st Avenue
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Floor Plan- Level 1

Floor Plan-Level 2
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Floor Plan- Level 3

Floor Plan- Level 4
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Perspective above Clark Drive (looking south east)

Perspective along McLean Drive (looking north west)
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Perspective along Clark Drive (looking north east)
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Open Space & Public Realm Setback Sections
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PUBLIC BENEFITS IMPLEMENTATION TRACKING
GRANDVIEW-WOODLAND COMMUNITY PLAN (2016)
Updated Mid-Year 2018

POPULATION GROWTH

Growth, 0 (0% of projection)

No observable population growth
has occurred since the 2016 census.
Population, 36,000
(2016)

500

DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY
a
(UNITS)

427

400
Units

Recent rezoning approvals:
• 1837-1857 E 11th Ave. and 26312685 Victoria Dr. (66 strata, 72
rental)
• 1619-1651 E Broadway (40 strata,
45 rental)
• 2109 E Hastings St. (42 rental)

Projected Growth, 9,500
(2041)

300

273

200

Rental, 161

100
0

14

0

Strata, 14

Completed

Under construction

Rental, 173

Strata, 254
Strata, 112

Approved

In review

PUBLIC BENEFITS ACHIEVED
Category

Anticipated Public Benefits (+)b

Completed (•) or In Progress (○)

%c

Housinga

+ 1,400 additional non-market units
+ 1,400 secured market rental units

0%

Childcare

+ Approx. 270 spaces for children 0-4
+ Approx. 180 spaces for children 5-12

0%

Transportation/
Public Realm

+ Safety improvements for all modes with a focus on vulnerable
road users and complete street designs
+ Upgrades and additions to cycling network
+ Street network and signal upgrades
+ New and enhanced plazas as part of redevelopment of key
sites

Culture

+ 23,000 ft of artist work space integrated with mixed-use sites
containing low-income housing for artists and cultural workers
+ Seek 18,000 ft2 of non-profit creation/production studios

0%

Civic/Community

+ Britannia Community Centre renewal and expansion
+ Fire Hall #9 renewal
+ Community Policing Centre lease renewal

0%

Heritage

+ 5% allocation from cash community amenity contributions in
Grandview-Woodland

0%

Social Facilities

+ Kettle redevelopment (including non-market and supportive
housing)
+ Aboriginal Mother Centre Society renewal and expansion
+ Kiwassa Neighbourhood House renewal and expansion
+ Urban Native Youth Association redevelopment

0%

+ Renewal and improvement of 8 parks
+ Synthetic turf to replace existing field (location TBD)
+ Upgrade one track facility (location TBD)

0%

Parks

o Street trees between Clark Dr. & Nanaimo St.
0%

2
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EXPLANATORY NOTES
The Public Benefits Implementation Tracker assists in monitoring progress toward the delivery of public benefits anticipated from the
community plans. Data in this tracker reflects activity within the plan boundaries since Plan approval.
Population Growth
Base population is determined by the latest census year available when the Plan was approved. Projected growth numbers are
determined by the numbers quoted in the Plan (if available). Growth is calculated by taking the difference between the latest census
year and the base population and adding an estimate based on floor area completed since the latest census.
Development Activity
The Development Activity Chart tracks projects with 3 or more housing units and includes Development Permits, Building Permits,
rezoning applications and enquiries:
• “Completed” projects have achieved Building Permit completion.
• “Under Construction” projects have achieved Building Permit issuance, but have yet to be completed.
• “Approved” projects include rezoning applications approved by Council and Development Permits that have been approved
by the City. Any rezoning applications approved by Council that advance into the Development Permit stage are still counted
as “Approved” projects until it achieves Building Permit issuance.
• “In review” projects include any rezoning applications, enquiries, or Development Permits that are under review by the City.
Recent rezoning approvals listed in this section reflect the last five rezonings (excluding minor text amendments) approved by
Council within the last five years in the plan area.
Public Benefits Achieved
Public benefits that have either been completed or are under construction are included in this section. In addition, this tracker
provides some insight on the progression of Major Projects or other City programs.
Other Notes
a

Gross numbers of units reported. In some instances, existing units may be demolished and replaced with new units. These numbers
represent units that have been replaced and any additional units included as a part of new developments.

b

See chapter 16 of the Grandview-Woodland Community Plan for detailed information about the City’s commitments to deliver public
benefits in Grandview-Woodland.

c

Percentages reflect estimated progress toward overall Public Benefits Strategy targets outlined in chapter 16 of the GrandviewWoodland Community Plan.
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1636 Clark Drive and 1321-1395 East 1st Avenue
PUBLIC BENEFITS SUMMARY
Project Summary

A ten storey mixed-use development including social enterprise space at grade, 90 social housing units
and a withdrawal management centre..
Public Benefit Summary:
Current Zoning

Proposed Zoning

Zoning District

I-2/ RM4N

CD-1

FSR (1-2: 9,782.26 sq. ft. and RM4N: 35,128 sq. ft.) total site
area = 44,910 sq. ft.

3.0 / 1.45

3.22

80,282.38 sq. ft.

140,620 sq. ft.

Industrial and Residential

Mixed-Use

Value if built under
Current Zoning ($)

Value if built under
Proposed Zoning ($)

Floor Area (sq. ft.) (combined)
Land Use

Required*

Public Benefit Statistics
City-wide DCL

$633,300

$788,160

City-wide Utilities DCL

$316,000

$272,460

Public Art

N/A

N/A

Other Public Benefits Offered

20% Social Housing
Childcare Facilities
Cultural Facilities
Green Transportation/Public Realm
Housing (e.g. supportive, seniors)
Parks and Public Spaces

N/A

Social, Community and Civic Facilities
Unallocated
Other
TOTAL VALUE OF PUBLIC BENEFITS

$949,300

$1,060,620

Other Benefits (non-quantified components):
•
•
•

90 social housing units to be secured for the longer life of the building or 60 years
Withdrawal Management Centre to be operated by Vancouver Coastal Health
Social enterprise space to be used to support Indigenous and community health, wellness and economic programs

Based on rates in effect as at September 30, 2018. DCLs, Public Art and Social Housing may have exemptions and/or minimum
thresholds for qualification.
City-Wide DCL revenues are allocated into the following public benefit categories: Replacement Housing (36%),
Transportation (25%), Park (18%), Childcare (13%) and Utilities (8%).
DCL rates are subject to future adjustment by Council including annual inflationary adjustments. DCLs are payable at building permit
issuance based on rates in effect at that time. A development may qualify for 12 months of in-stream rate protection, see the City’s
DCL Bulletin for details
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1636 Clark Drive and 1321-1395 East 1st Avenue
APPLICANT, PROPERTY, AND DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL INFORMATION
APPLICANT AND PROPERTY INFORMATION
Street Address

1636 Clark Drive and 1321-1395 East 1st Avenue

Legal Description

[[Lot 22 and Lot 23, Except Part in Explanatory Plan 17378, Block 60, District Lot
264A, Plans 383 and 1771; PIDs 013-004-581 and 013-004-590 respectively; Lot
24, Except (A) Part in Plan 4123 and (B) part in Explanatory Plan 17378, Block 60,
District Lot 264A, Plans 383 and 1771; PID 013-004-638], [Lot 21, Block 60, District
Lot 264A, Plans 383 and 1771; PID 006-747-884], [Lot 20, Block 60, District Lot
264A, Plans 383 and 1771; PID: 013-359-932], [Lot 19, Except the South 7 Feet Now
Road, Block 60, District Lot 264A, Plans 383 and 1771; PID:015-327-345], [Lot 18,
Except the South 7 Feet Now Road, Block 60, District Lot 264A, Plans 383 and 1771;
PID:015-327-337],[ Lot 15, Block 60, District Lot 264 A, Plans 383 and 1771; PID:
015-213-552 ], [Lot 14, Block 60, District Lot 264 A, Plans 383 and 1771; PID 015327-329],[Lot 13, Block 60, District Lot 264A Plans 383 and 1771; PID: 012-694029], [Strata Lots 1 to 13, District Lot 264A, Strata Plan VR. 1149; PIDs 006-282881, 006-282-911, 006-282-938, 006-282-962, 006-282-989, 006-283-012, 006-283039, 006-283-055, 006-283-179, 006-283-195, 006-283-233, 006-283-268, 006283-276]

Applicant/Architect

HDR|CEI Architecture obo BC Housing

Property Owner

City of Vancouver

SITE STATISTICS
Site Area

4,172.3 sq. m (44,910 sq. ft.)

DEVELOPMENT STATISTICS

Zoning

Uses
Max.
Density
Floor Area
Maximum
Height

Unit Mix

Parking
Spaces

Permitted Under Existing
Zoning

Proposed

I-2 & RM4N

CD-1

Primarily residential with
compatible retail, office,
service uses and industrial
uses

Social housing, institutional and
social service centre uses

3.0/1.45 FSR

3.22 FSR

7,458.5 sq. m
(80,282.38 sq. ft.)

13,444.2sq. m
(144,717.2 sq. ft.)

1-2: 30.5m (100 ft.)
RM4N: 19.8m (65 ft.)

--

Per Parking By-law

Recommended (Other than
proposed)

36.6m (120 ft.)
Studio
One-bedroom
Two-bedroom
Three-bedroom

22
29
31
8

Total

90

Residential Use
34
Non-residential Use 47
Total
81

Per Parking By-law and
efficiencies applied through
theTDM Plan

